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Revenue-Sharing Here Amount To $211,200
on

Revenue-sharing checks totaling $211,200 have
been received by three governmental bodies in
Calloway County.
The amount of the checks is as follows:

Astronauts Take Rest
Today on Lunar Surface
SPACE CENTER, Houston their second moon walk back to
(AP, —In the moon's valley of 6:03 p.m.
Taurus-Littrow, a gray geologic
Tonight one of the first
wonder dotted with auto-size chores for the Ilth and 12th —
boulders, two Americans slept and perhaps last — men to visit
late today, bone-tired from set- the moon in this century will be
ting up a sophisticaWd ,scien- to form a makeshift fender to
tific camp and scdtting the fit over the right rear wheel of
terrain.
their electric-powered car, RoTheir plans to search a lunar ver. They will use clamps and
landslide tonight for perhaps cardboard or insulation matethe most ancient rocks ever rial from the lunar ship.
seen were pushed back an hour
The fender fell off during a
after they bedded down late drive Monday, and the unand received the go-ahead for a proteeted wheel tossed dark
full eight hours of sleep.
dust over the astronauts,
Mission Control said astro- prompting Cernan to remark:
nauts Eugene A. Cernan and "It's going to take us half a
Harrison H. Schmitt would be dozen Sundays to dust off."
awakened shortly before 3 p.m.
The object of their scheduled
EST today, pushing the start of journey in Rover tonight is a
mountain slide on the South
Massif which spilled rock debris across the Valley I, some
ancient time.
There, they hope to find
rocks created in the process by
The Littleliest Angle," a which the moon was formed
ihristmas film, will be shown at and shaped, material dating
the Wednesday morning and perhaps to lunar beginnings 4.6
afternoon Story *Hours at the billion years ago.
Calloway County
Public
Aboard the command ship
Library.
America, the third Apollo
Christmas stories -Nlaiut spaceman, Ronald E. Evans,
Raggedy Ann and Andy will be also rested. Tonight he will
told.
operate an array of science
The morning Story Hour instruments and cameras which
program at ten o'clock is study the moon from orbit.
designed for children, ages 3L-2
In one of the most accurate
to 5, and the three o'clock af- moon landings ever achieved,
ternoon Story Hour for ages,
five to eight.
Children of other ages will
have programs planned for
them at other times at the
library.

Holiday Programs
For Story Hours

Christmas Luncheon
Program Planned

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Burley prices and volume were
--"Christrhas forthildrem==Of---. -hoAding•fairly111?-494i...MC.954Y5.
All Ages" is the theme for the when the final week of pretraditional Christmas luncheon Christmas sales of burley beprogram at the United Campus gan.
With 27 of the state's 30 sales
Ministry on Wednesday at 12:30
centers holding auctions Monp.m.
Under the direction of Mrs. day, buyers took more than 19
Polly Zanetta of the Speech million pounds of the burley
Department, Murray State, leaf, paying growers almost $16
students from the Reader's million, or an average of $79.22
Theater will read a variety of per hundredweight.
The highett price was paid at
selections which deal with the
child's view of Christmas, Greensburg, with burley sold atincluding such favorites as an average $80.41 per hun"The Littletliest Angle" and dredweight on a volume of 826,"The Legend of the Christ 616 pounds. Greensburg was the
only market to record an averChild."
Reading for the program will age price above $80.
Bowling Green buyers paid
be Rick Willett, Miss Ellen
Wesson, Mike Severens, Doug the lowest price, an average of
Hinners, and Miss Jan Ham- $77.72 per hundredweight on
418,159 pounds. Second lowest
mond.
This is the semester's con- price was paid at Paducah with
cluding program at the United $77.81 paid for 221,738 pounds of
- Campus Ministry Wednesday leaf.
At Lexington, the world's
luncheons. The opening luncheon program for the spring largest burley market, an aversemester is
Wednesday, age of $79.71 was paid on a volume of 3,295,717 pounds.
January 17.
In dark tobacco sales, one
The luncheons are open to all
members of the university sucker-35 brought an average
community and the public. For of $53.27 at Russellville on a voreservations or information call lume of 377,458 pounds. At
Madisonville, Green River-36
753-3531.
tobacco brought an average
price of $48.85 on 148,337
pounds.
Prices throughout the eightstate belt remained steady,
Cloudy with rain likely with scattered gains of $1 per
tonight. Lows in the mid to hundred for a few leaf and
upper 30s. Cloudy with chance mixed grades, the Federalof showers Wednesday. Highs State Market news service reported.
in the upper 30s.
Quality declined with a larger
Winds, southeasterly today 5
to 10 miles per hour, becoming percentage of lower grades
10 to 15 miles per hour and being offered at warehouses.
more northernly Wednesday. Several markets reported light
sales.
Probabilities of measurable
precipitation, 80 per cent today,
CORDELIA ERWIN CIRCLE
80 per cent tonight, and 30 per
The Cordelia Erwin Circle of
cent Wednesday.
the United Metivdist Women of
cloudiness the. South Pleasant Grove
Increasing
Thursday with chance of snow United Methodist Church will
Thursday night and Friday. have a dinner meeting at the
Clearing Saturday. .Cold church
Wednesday,
on
throughout the period with lows December 31, at 6:30 p.m.
in tha 20s and highs in the 30s. Husbands will be special guests.,

The Weather

Cernan and Schmitt brought
Challenger to rest only 300 feet
from their aiming point.
A few hours later, Cernan,
then Schmitt, climbed down a
ladder to start the first of three
surface excursions which will
cover more than 20 miles of the
moon's surface. They will collect some 200 pounds of rock.
When Cernan first planted his
foot on the moon, he said solemnly, "I'd like to dedicate the
first step of Apollo 17 to all
those who made it possible."
Then, like children in an unbelievably exciting playground,
Cernan and Schmitt frolicked,
laughing and singing and gliding with tippity-toe freedom in
the light lunar gravity.
"Pm out here. Oh, my golly.
Unbelievable! Unbelievable!"
shouted Cernan.
They unloaded the little lunar
rover and turned on a
television camera, giving Mission Control the first view on
earth of Taurus-Littrow.
The valley was everything
and more than they had expected. Boulders larger than
panel trucks, coated with glass
and pitted from the impact of
meteorites, choked the valley
floor like icebergs floating on a
gray, dead sea. They saw glass
sparkling in craters and looked
long at the mountains, which
appeared soft, as though covered with fur.
Cernan unwrapped an American flag which once was displayed in the Mission Control
Center, and the explorers planted their nation's sixth banner
on the moon.
"Deploying that flag has got
to be one of the most proud moments in my life," said Cernan.
(Continued on Page Twelve)

City of Murray $107,663
Calloway County $101,838
City of Hazel $1,699
The checks represent the local governments'
shares of the $2.65 billion in federal revenue
sharing funds for 1972.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court decided in
September to place top priority on the use of the
funds on a solid waste pickup and disposal system
for the county.
Second on the list of priorities for the county's
portion of the funds would be a jointly owned Citycounty park system, a spokesman of the court said
Mayor Holmes Ellis said this morning that the
top priority for Murray's portion of the funds would
be to pay for the new ladder truck, expected to be
delivered to the Fire Department next year. The
cost of the truck, in round figures, will be $60,000,
the mayor said.
The mayor said that the rest of the money might
possibly be used to modify the fire station on South
16th Street by adding another bay at a cost of
$10,000 to $15,000. Other possibilities to be considered by the city would be the purchase of a new
street sweeper and additional paving.
"We will start serious plans now on utilization of
Mayor Ellis said. "Maybe by
the funds,"
budgeting we can acquire some park lands."
Cy Miller, Mayor of the City of Hazel, said that
their city's portion would be used in the city's
general fund.

NEW CLOCKS—The courthoase offices have been equipped with new clocks, conites) of Peoples
Rank, J. H. Churchill Funeral Vome, Shirley Floritt, McKeel Equipment, Freed Cotham. and Jim
Adams IGA.
maff Photo by David Hill

Postmaster Nanny Gives
Christmas Mailing Aids

Projedung a holiday volume
anille.1414y1P*M.dWis
yeaf Postmaster Lester tinny
has announced a series of
recommended deadlines for
mailing.
The office of County Sheriff • Two of these deadlines should
Clyde Steele reported • the be remembered by every
recovery of four antique guns, member of the household,
stolen last week from the home Nanny said.
of Ralph Wright, Route Five,
They are: December 15—the
from two juveniles Saturday Last day for mailing surface
night.
greetings within the United.
Steele's office said that the States; and December 21—the
guns, two .22 rifles, one muzzle final date for posting all
loader double barrel shotgun, domestic airmail greetings and
and one single barrel antique, letters.
were found in the possession of
Postal officials are quite
the juveniles.
confident that all mail deposited
The juveniles are reportedly before
these
suggested
in the custody of county deadlines will be delivered in
authorities.
time for Christmas, Nanny
said.
Brown Clarifies Crackdown In an effort to help customers
with their "wrapping worries,"
On Auto Registration Tags the Postal Service has
publicized a number of helpful
Murray Police Chief James hints.
Brown said this morning that
Nanny
gave
these
his announcement concerning suggestions:
automobile registration plates
If a single item is to be
had caused some confusion mailed, it should be cushioned
among motorist in Murray and with shredded paper, excelsior,
that he would like to clarify the compressed tissue paper, cloth
a announcement.
or expanded plastic foam.
Cheif Brown said that - If two or more items are
beginning January 1, 1973, all mailed in the same carton or
autos operated within the city box, cushioning mlterial should
limits must display proper protect all items from contact
registration plates.
-We are aiming at autos
which have no registration
plates what-so-ever," the police
chief said.
He explained that 1972 tags
were valid until March 1, 1972,
and that cars with, 1972 plates
would not be effected. Only
those people Who are driving
cars wihtout registration plates
will affected in the crackdown,
Brown added.
No Seen and Head
Seen and Heard, daily column
in the Ledger and Times, will
not appear for several days due
to a death in the family of the
writer

The Almo Parent-Teacher
Club will have its regularly
scheduled meeting on Friday,
December 15, at 1:15 p.m, in the
school gym.
Presenting the program -odt
be children of the first T.ur
grades. This meeting vas
scheduled for Monday but 153S
postponed due to the icy conditions to the road.
Following the program, Mrs.
Howard Bucy, president, sill
conduct the business meeting.
All parents are urged to attend.

with each other and each item
Cardboard containers, including large soap, cereal
boxes, etc., larger than the gift
being mailed should be cut
down to about the size of the gift
to minimize shaking and
breaking in transit.
Fragile articles must be individually cushioned, and all
four sides of the container
should be pid-did— with
cushioning material.
Tape used to seal containers
should be durable type and
should cover an secure firmly
all flaps.
Paper for outer wrapping
(Continued on Page Twelve)

Murray High
Chorus Will
Give Program
The Murray High Chorus will
present a program of Christmas
music on Monday, December
18, at 7:30 p.m. in the new
Murray . High School music
suite,
A Bach Cantata, "For Us a
Child Is Born," will be one of
the highlights of the program.
The mixed chorus, madrigal
singers, and girls' chorus will
present traditional songs of
Christmas.
Featured soloists will be
Chuck Hussung, Renee Taylor,
Jean Forsee, Don Jones, Mark
Vinson, James Clayton, Willie
Reed, and Ronetta
Accompanists for the groups
are Carol Jewell and Lisa
Winters,
This program will be'
presented for the December
P.T.A. meeting. The public is
cordially invoted to attend. Mrs.
Joan Bowker. choral director,
and Miss Annelle Parrish,
student teacher, will be in
charge of the program. .

Independence
Youth Sunday
Is Planned

Local Car Ownership
Increases Rapidly
During Recent Years

Calloway
Residents of
County have gone in for
automobile buying in a big way
in the last few years, a national
survey shows.
As a result, the number of
The Youth
'the In- *cars- On local roads—already -derideMtr'
•
Church will be in charge of the
The increase is attributed
services on Sunday, December chiefly to the income gains
17, at the church located about recorded by most families in the
two miles east of Almo.
area. It has brought bigger and
Rev. Richard Schorey, better cars within reach of more
pastor, will be speaking at the people. It has also increased the
morning worship service at proportion of familes owning
eleven a.m. Kenny Collins will two or more cars.
be leading the song service with
Asa result, the family car has
Mrs.-Pam- Cunningham_aLtbe_._-been_ having a greater impact
piano. Mrs. Cunningham will than usual on the local
also sing a special hymn.
economy. A sizeable part of the
Russell Hopkins will serve as household budget is allocated
Sunday School superintendent. for its purchase and mainTeachers will be Miss Cheryl tenance.
Burkeen, Miss Karen Haley,
The figures show that the
Senior Adults; Kenny Collins, amount spent by car owners in
Tony Schorey, and Randy the past year in local service
Schorey, Young Adults; Miss stations alone, for gas, oil,
Gale Burkeen and Dicky repairs and incidentals added
Burkeen, Juniors; Randy up to $4,066,000. By way of
Cunningham, Alan Haley, and comparison five years ago it
Ricky Burkeen,
Beginners; was $3,115,000.
Wade Schroader and Miss
The findings regarding
Donna Burkeen, nursery.
automobile
ownership and
Ricky Burkeen will be operating costs are from
secretary; and Dicky Burkeen reports covering the entire
will be song leader with Miss country, released by the
Cheryl Burkeen at the piano for Automobile Manufacturers
Sunday School.
AssoCiation, the Standard Rate
The Youth Choir will sing two
hymns and the Beginners and
Juniors will sing a special
hymn. Also there will be a
special hymn, "What Child ,Is
This," sung by Cindy, Randy,
and Tony Schorey.
Each year during the preThe public is invited to atseason Christmas period the
tend the services, according to
Ledger & Times publishes
Rev. Schorey.
addresses of men in the Armed
Services for their friend and
relative to send them ChristNew Concord PTC
mas cards. Families desiring to
have their serviceman's adTo Meet Thursday
dress published are asked to
The New Concord Parent- mail or bring it to the office of
Teacher Club will have its the daily newspaper.
Christmas prograiu at the
One of the addresses subschool on Thursday December
mitted is as follows:
14, at seven pin.
/All grades will be par- Sp5 Larry T. Tidwell
ticipating in the program. 400-78-1170
F'. Troop, 9th CAV.
Following the program, a
12th CBT. AVN. GP
surprise will be in store for the
APO San Francisco,
children, a club spOkesimin
Calif. 116388.
said.

and Data Service and others,
In Calloway County, it is
shown, there were 130 cars in
use at the beginning of this year
per 100 households, a relatively
high ratio.
It is accounted for, principally, by the fact that local
resideiiE,-bOIXterell by 'their. •
rising incomes, have been in thelsautomobile market in force in
the last two years.
And many of them have been
keeping their old cars, either
for their own use or for their
teen-age children, rather than
trading them in.
The results is that a greater
number of local driveways are
sporting two cars these days.
All in all, automobile
registrations in the county have
increased from the 10,910 listed
five years ago to the 12,400
currently,reported.
It was equivalent to a net rise
of 14 percent. after allowing for
the number of cars that were
scrapped.
Elsewhere in the State of
Kentucky, there was a 11
percent rise.
Much of the increase in car
ownership is attributed to the
t progressive movement of
families
from
heavilypopulated urban areas to the
suburbs, there the automobile
is the basic means of transportation.

Send Card To Man
In The Service

1

County Sheriff Clyde Steele
has announced that county and
state taxes may now be paid
with no penalty, until January I,
1973.
If not paid before January I.
1973, there will be a two per cent
penalty added, and if not paid
before February I. there will be
a six per cent penalty. according to a statement released
by Steele's office.
•
The office will be open from 8
a.m. until 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday, and will .be
closed Christmas Day and New
Year's Day, as will all Courthouse offices.
•
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The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES PILE
C-•

A new cold wave pushed the mercury down to
three below zero last night in Murray and Calloway
County causing much hardship, especially in homes
not constructed for this low temperature.
Deaths reported are Mrs. W. A. Bell, age 82, Lee
Parker, age 81, Galon Wilkinson, age 86, and Charlie
W. Johnson. age 84.
"Blew a big fuse at home this morning when all
gadgets were A-OK. Fred Wells saved the day by
coming by in a hurry and putting us in operation
again," from the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray."
The Murray High School Tigers beat Mayfield 45
to 28 in a basketball game last night. Faughn for
Murray hit for 19 points.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Pleas (Annie) Jones,
age 70, Finis Holland, age 79, Mrs. Terry Pogue, and
Mrs. Alice Hughes.
Eltis Henson, director of field services at Murray
State College, has been named state chairman of the
Committee for Parent Education for Home and
Family Life of the Kentucky Congress of Parents
and Teachers.
The Lynn Grove Feed and Seed Company has been
made an approved custom mixing station, according
to an announcement from the Ralston Purina
Company, released in an advertisement today.
William Hourigan, assistant county agent in
charge of 4-H work, will leave tomorrow for his
home county of Marion where he has been transferred.

Biblq Thoughtfor Today
And they shall call them. The holy people, The
redeemed of the Lord: and thou shalt be called,
Sought out, A city not forsaken.—Isaish 62:12.

When others look at you, do they see in you one of
God's holy people. one of His redeemed? If not, why
not

Isn't It The Truth!
—

by Cart Kibbe', Jr._

.

..

Middle age is the time when our middaei-rel
bigger, our hair gets thinner, our sight gets shorter
and our faces get saggier. It also is a time for
looking back because we're too scared to look ahead,
too tired to look up and too stubborn to look down and
avoid tripping over our stumbling two feet.
"Middle age—youth without levity
and age without decay."
—Daniel Defoe
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POCKETBOOK CRISIS

Cheap energy on way out
The outline of the "energy crisis" tering a seller's market, and their
looming in the United States of price demands reflect it.

America is growing sharper. We
We are also facing a shortage in
now are seeing that the problem the natural gas supplies once considgoes beyond developing adequate ered to be of almost limitless abunsources of oil, gas and electrical en- dance on our continent. American
ergy to keep pace with the growing firms are hoping to tap gas redemands of our highly mobile indus- sources in Siberia, with the prospect
trial society. The further question is of long — and expensive — shipment
how we are going to pay the bill to of gas in liquified form to the United
keep it going.
States.
We have built a life-style in modIn developing those oil, gas and
ern America on the assumption that coal resources within our own counthere will be an abundance of cheap try we are restrained by concern for
energy. It is as much of the price of the environment. Ways to tap
these
gasoline as the price of automobiles resources without harming the envithat has made it common for a sin- ronment can probably be found —
gle family to own and operate two but with the penalty of higher costs.
cars or even more. When considerEven the promise of clean elecing the purchase of a new electrical trical energy produced by nuclear
appliance for our home, we are more power and not relying on fossil fuels
likely to consider its price tag than has fallen under a shadow of dispute
the impact it might have on our elec- over safety and the effect of cooling
tric bill.
systems on natural bodies of water.
The ability of American industry Here, too, the end result will be an
to produce an enormous variety of added cost for electricity.
goods within reach of family budgets
The United States is not alone in
is also based on plentiful supplies of facing these problems. Japan and
relatively cheap fuel. Thus the the nations of Europe are caught in
warnings of higher fuel costs stem- the same energy squeeze. The econming from the "energy crisis" are omies of all the developed countries
pertinent both to our personal bud- to emulate their industrial success
gets and to the national economy. rest alike on the premise that there
Over one-fourth of the oil needed will be energy enough for all.
to keep our economy functioning is
The United States has always
now comingatfrom
f
laybroad. The oil taken pride in not being a "debtor"
import bill passed $4 billion a year nation. In terms of energy, however,
and has no way to go but up, promis- we are consuming more than our
ing to aggravate our international own resources are producing. That
balance of payments problem. The means debt — one that will eventuthis oil
es- ally have to be paid in our utility
pecially those in the Middle East -- -bills, at filling stations and in _the
are beginning to realize they are en- price of goods.
-

Obstacle course
helps children
STANFORD, Calif. IUPII
— A specially designed obstacle
course at Children's Hospital
here is an important part of a
program to help cure young
children handicapped in their
speech and coordination.
The program, aimed at threeto five-year-olds. is based on the
theory that "more often than
not, a child who has immature
coordination will have a speech
px.blem," according to Dr.
Kathryn Beadle, head of the
Communication
Disorders
Center at the Stanford
University Center.
The obstacle course is a series
of
crawling,
throwing,
balancing and other tests
especially designed to help the
children learn to control their
bodies, and to think about what
they are doing and learn what
moves they should make next.
"We're using language in a
special way in perceptual
control," said Dr. Beadle.
"We're using a Russian concept
that speech, besides being a
communications tool. IA also a
regulating nrchanism. A child
has to develop speech in order
to develop organized social
behavior patterns."
Besides the obstacle course,
children in the six-week
program play games to learn
shapes and spacial relationships, identify their body parts,
work with their fingers, and
sing and exercise with music.
The class meets for two hours a
day. four mornings a week.
Donna
Dagenais, the
program's supervisor, stresses
discussion about each activity,
tries to-draw each child. out to
talk before the group, and tries

to have children recall
events of each session. Often

Sub
warfare
described

By Anthony Harrigan

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest of our readers
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer- Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, In , Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mich
Subscription Rates. By carrier in Murray: $.15 per week, $1.52 per
month, 518 20 per year By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
$1 50 per year. other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
per..year, more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Ciass Matter

McGovern Forces Use List Did You Know?
To Raise Campaign Funds

the
the
children are hard to control.
By CARL P. LEUB.SDORF
"They are often hyperacAP Political Writer
tive," said Dr. Beadle. "They
can't control their behavior
WASHINGTON AP) — While
because they can't talk to the forces of defeated Demothemselves. They can't an- cratic presidential nominee
ticipate the results of their
actions
planning is difficult George McGovern decide whether to turn over to party leadfor them.
"We teach them to verbalize ers a 700,000-name list of conwhat they are doing, what they tributors, they are using that
are going to do, what they have list to raise funds for
done. When they can do this, McGovern's
own 1974 'Senate
their
behavior
changes
race in South Dakota.
dramatically."
By renting it to liberal organWhile the best results are
izations and magazines seeking
obtained in working with young
children, Dr. Beadle said, older subscribers, they hope to raise
children can also benefit from from $200,000 to $250,00Q within
similar training.
the next few weeks.
"Very often kids with really
The list of persons who gave',
good potential are not learning
normally in school." she said. an unprecedented total of more
"We test children who are not than $14 million in small contrikeeping up with their class:. butions to the McGovern camfir. Beadle said children with
paign, thus making it a success
speech-e•x•rdination problems
in the financial sense, would be
can be identified because they
are more clumsy and tend to fall useful to Democratic party
more often than normal. They leaders even though many on it
typically cry more than other were personal supporters of the
children, are more socially South Dakota senator.
dependent on their mothers and
The party's new national
look younger than playmates chairman, Robert
Strauss of
the same age.
—These children aren't sure Texas, said Sunday on CBS'
"Face the Nation" that he anwhere their bodies are.in space
and are often confused about ticipates little difficulty in gainwhere different parts of their ing access to the list, althouih
bodies are heated," she said. the matter didn't come up
"We treat the whole child. when
McGovern called to conenabling them to mature in
physical and emotional areas, gratulate him.
But sources close
Co
teaching them
to take
responsibility for their own
McGovern said there has been
belt/mint as their speech im- .no decision on whether to make
proves.
the list available -to the party

leadership or to keep possession of it for the senator's own
use and for candidates and
causes he wishes to back.
"It could be real sticky," one
aide said in discussing the matter, noting that the list was
built up by McGovern over the
past 2,2 years and belongs to
him, rather than the party.
The aide said the going rate
for rental of such a list is $35
per 1,000 names, meaning that
rental of the full list could
bring close to $25,000.
Such organizations as the
Alinerican Civil Liberties Union,
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People, and Common Cause are
renting the list, the aide said.
It is a common practice in
fund-raising to rent lists others
have put together, seeking to
bring a sufficient return so that
the rental cost is exceeded by
new
contributions.
The
McGovern list, far more extensive than the one put together
by Strauss as party treasurer
from March 1970 to July 1972,
was itself compiled by using
subscription lists for liberal
publications and McGovern's
efforts to raise funds for an antiwar amendment and Democratic senatorial candidates in
1970.

• Almost 15 times as many
people of all ages (180 million)
now have hospital expense insurance as had it in 1940.
• Thirty-two years ago, 5
million people in the United
States had surgical expense insurance. Today, over 165 million persons of all ages have
this protection.

• Coverage of physicians'
fees for non-surgical services
has grown from 3 million in
1940 to over 144 million today.
• In 1955, 5 million people
had insurance company major
medical expense insurance coverage. Today, 81 million people
have this coverage.
• Last roar Americans received $2.8 billion in major
medical expense benefits from
insurance companies—an increase of $310 million over the
previous year.
• Overall, Americans received an average of $54 million in major medical expense
benefits per week.
• Over 9 out of every 10
workers had comprehensive major medical insurance with maximum benefits of 510,000 or
more, according to a recent survey of workers covered under
group health insurance plans by
the nation's insurance companies.
• Seven out of 10 with this
insurance have maximum benefits of $20,000 or more, and 1
in 4 have benefits of $50,000
Or more.

• Major medical policies to
safeguard against unusual and
prolonged medical expenses are
now, in some instances, being
offered
with maximums of
$2500/0 or even higher.
—Health Insurance Institute

If a comrade of yours were
killed sadistically by a bestial
enemy and that enemy later
fell into your power, would
you choose mercy or
revenge?
Such is the nature of Edward L. Beach's engrossing
account of the men who fight
in submarines. This is no
black and white saga of good
and evil but a careful
delineation of the impact of
war upon the men who must
bear the load.
"Dust On The Sea" concerns the voyage of the submarine Eel, commanded by
Edward Richardson, on a
mission into the Yellow Sea
against the Japanese during
World War II.
The Eel is part of a threesubmarine "wolfpack" ordered to intercept and sink
transports taking Japanese
troops from the China mainland to reinforce Okinawa.
The commander of the wolfpack is Joe Blunt, a decaying
figure once idolized by Richardson and other men. Richardson, once a student of
Blunt's in submarine tactics,
is torn between loyalty to his
old teacher and concern that
131unt's fading powers may
imperil not only the mission
but the submarine and crew.
Blunt is truly a tragic figure
as a man mysteriously unable
to come to grips with wartime
reality.
But Beach's greatest creation is the character of Richardson,a man of machine-like
excellence when it comes to
tracking and sinking a ship
but also a man who mourns
the inhumanity of the act.
There is no personal malice
toward the enemy in Richardson, even when that enemy is
personified in the incredible
brutality of a junk commander named "Moonface,"
a man you just love to hate.

Obviously, free enterprise would disappear under such a
chartering system. A company wouldn't be allowed any private
information regarding operations or objectives. The company's
policies would be completely dictated by federal officials. We are
a long way down the road to that situation, but federal chartering
would be the step prior to nationalization of private business.
McGovernite-type concepts also are likely to crop up in the new
Congress in the area of banking and finance. For example, Prof.
James I. Newman of Georgetown University has teamed up with
a Ralph Nader associate, Pierce H. O'Donnel, to produce some
way out of financial and banking proposals.
Among other things, they recommended something they called
the Federal Bonding and Linkage Insurance Corporation. It
would require the deposit of all idle public funds—state and local—
and "encourage" the deposit of private funds, imagine the armtwisting! i in banks which participated in helping the poor and
backing various urbam relief programs.
In addition, this new federal agency would provide capital for
the creation of low-income consumer credit unions and similar
non-private financial institutions. It also would create a new
"poverty bank" making loans to people with the worst credit
ratings. All this adds up to the government taking the tax payers'
money and lending it—giving is a more_accurate word—to nonproductive people with a history of financial irresponsibility.
These are only two of many extreme economic proposals which
are circulating in radic-lib circles. The American people have
made it clear that such extreme concepts aren't acceptable. But
the fact that the economic reconstructionists didn't get a mandate
at the polls in November isn't likely to stop them from pushing
left
of center legislation. Responsible members of Congress
will have
to be very alert in following the legislative agenda.

Replicas of the British
crown jewels dating back to
1066 are on display at Freeport, Bahamas. The collection
is valued at more than $2 million.
Soon it'll be whale-watching
time in San Diego, Calif. The
first of more then 10,000 gray
whales will pass a mile or two
offshore in mid-December.
They'll be on their way from
Alaska's Bering Sea to lagoons of Baja California for
calving and breeding. In
January, the peak of the migration period, as many as 80
of the 40-ton mammals can be
spotted in a day.
It's ice fishing time in
Alaska, and it's a lot of fun for
those who've tried it, Western
Airlines' fishing eiqrrts say.
Rainbow trout and silver
salmon are among the favorite fish caught. All you need to
fish is a dollar's worth of beef
liver, an ax, ice spur or ice
auger to get through the four
or five inches of ice to the
water. Some lakes can be
reached by highway; others
by snowshoes, skis, snow machines, or ski-equipped
planes
Incidental intelligence:
How many people fly U.S.
scheduled airlines every
yoar? One hundred and

Themes and songs for
grade were: Czechoslo
"In the Starlight," Mrs.
Price, Mrs. Ruth Potts;
Spain, "The Holy Child,'
Judy ba'rneli, fifth; S
"Christmas Song," Mrs.
Jones, second;
F
"Gloria," Mrs. Lucille
Mrs. Anna M. Hopkins,
Nix, seventh; German
Faithful Pine,- Mrs.
Neale, Mrs, Nancy Love
fourth;
Mexico, "A Christ
thday," Mrs. Alice Hum
third; Great Britain,"G
Ye Merry Gentlemen,'
Marlene Beach, sixth;
States, "Silver Bells,".
Potts, Mrs. Hopkins, Ni
The audience was a
join them in singin
songs; "The First
"Away in a Manger,"
the World," "Silent N
Miss Renee Tobey
narrator. Mrs. Bobbie
music teacher, was th
Randy McCallon r
Christmas story:
Mrs. Edward Will
president, welcomed t
and expressed appr • I
the teachers for their
effort.

COOKIN
IS FU
FAMILY DIN
Reefburger Pie
Biscuit Toppi
Lettuce with Tho
Island Dressi
Apple Crisp
THOUSAND IS
DRESSIN
A favorite school
ipe from Sacramen
Calif.
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1/4 cup catchup
Dash of salt
1 hard-cooked egg.
mashed
Thoroughly mix
ingredients. Store
ered in the refriger
a little under 1 cup

Richardson sees beyond
surface actions, to the aspential "human-neso" of all

people.
But Richardson nevertheless will do all in his power to
kill the enemy, such as in the
Eel's encounter with a Japanese antisubmarine destroyer
that cranes near to ending
Eel's voyage on the bottom of
the Yellow Sea. Richardson
chives himself to the point of
collapse in the all-out battle
with the destroyer that culminates in a blazing strface

Dreaming of trip
to top of world?
For those travelers who like
something unusual to dream
of in the winter, there are expeditions .to the top of the
world. Arctic safaris may be taken on two Norwegian ships
— the Polaris and the Asbjorn
— both capable of penetrating
the pack-ice region. The 1973
program consists of five 17day polar bear photo safaris,
in June, July and August.
They leave from Bodo, Norway, and sail through the
Lofoten Islands via Bear
land to Spitzbergen. One
three-week expedition in
August covers the same route,
plus Greenland and Iceland.
The I7-day voyage costs $1,181
a person and the 22-day trip
$1,993. Check with Scandinavia Tours, 745 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022.

"Christmas Around
World" was the theme o
program presented by
students of Kirksey El
Lary School at the re
December PTA meetin
capacity crowd was prese
the program.

Reviewed By
CHARLES OHL
Copley News Service

FEDERAL CHARTERING
Inasmuch as the McGovernite vision of the future was rejected
'by the electorate, radical changes in the nation's political and
economic system seem unlikely. At least the public can hope that
is the case.
But while the White House won't be in the hands of extreme
social and economic reconstructionists, radical concepts are still
very much with us. There will be members of the 93rd Congress
who will be very eager to translate these concepts into legislation.
One of the concepts the public should watch out for is the concept of federal chatering of all business enterprises.
Currently, Ralph Nader, Sen. Fred Harris ( D-Okla.)—soon to
head the new Populist Institute, and others are advocating a
federal takeover of corporate chartering. If these individuals and
the forces behind them are successful, every businessman would
need a federal franchise to operate. Moreover, these selfproclaimed consumer advocates are insisting that the national
franchises be granted for very limited periods. A corporation, in
order to get its charter renewed, would have to prove to federal
bureaucrats that it was operating in what these officials deemed a
socially responsible manner.
The whole proposition was spelled out in "The Washington
Post" by Joel F. Henning, director of programs at the Adlai
Stevenson Institute and a proponent of federal chatering. He said
in that article that "the principle of rigorous external
examination and supervision ought to be transferable to the
corporate community," Among the demands voiced by Mr.
Henning were that companies be required to disclose to
customers, employees and the public all the facts regarding the
organization's profit-ability.

seventy minion, according to
Hughes Airwest.
A series of trochures describing the historical sections of 24 of France's oldest
cities is now available. They
were prepared under auspices
of the Coca-Cola Export Corp.
in Paris.
You can take a three-day
trip to Iceland from New York
for $190 through Icelandic
Airlines. That price is based
on double occupancy at the
Hotel Loftleidir where Bobby
Fischer stayed during the
chess championships. Swimming in pools heated by natural hot-spring water is
among the attractions.
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then it turns out to be meaningless because of failure
elsewhere — beyond the control of Richardson.
Beach was himself a submarine commander during
World War II and writes with
authority (a previous book
was the best-selling "Run
Silent, Run Deep"). But he is
much more than a onetime
commander of men. He is,
and always has been, a student of mankind — an artist.

Prog Info 753 3314

MUSIC Oil
a gift f
lifetime
children
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THEATRE

'VENDS TONITE
"RYAN'S DAUGHTER"
at 7:30 Only (PG)

J

"BLACULA" (PG)
Deadlier than Dracula'
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Mexico, "A Christmas Birthday," Mrs. Alice Humphries,
third; Great Britain,"God Rest
Ye Merry Gentlemen," Mrs.
Marlene Beach, sixth; United
States, "Silver Bells," Mrs. L.
Potts, Mrs. Hopkins, Nix, eight.
The audience was asked to
join them in singing these
songs; "The First Noel,"
"Away in a Manger," -Joy to
the World," "Silent Night."
Miss Renee Tobey was the
narrator. Mrs. Bobbie BerriII,
music teacher, was the pianist.
Randy McCallon read the
Christmas Story: Luke 2:1-14.
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Mrs. Edward Willie, PTA
president, welcomed the group
and expressed appreciation to
the teachers for their time and
effort.

COOKING
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FAMILY DINNER
Eieefburger Pie with
Biscuit Topping
Lettuce with Thousand
Island Dressing
Beverage
Apple Crisp
THOUSAND ISLAND
DRESSING
A favorite school-lunch recipe from Sacramento County,
Calif.
1/2 cup mayonnaise
1/4 cup catchup
Dash of salt
I hard-cooked egg. chopped or
mashed
Thoroughly mix together the
ingredients. Store tightly covered in the refrigerator Makes
a little under 1 cup
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"Jaws Of Life" Demonstration &
Other Projects Discussed Here

The Executive Board of the
"Christmas Around The
World" was the theme of the Murray Woman's Club met
program presented by the Monday, December 4, at elevenstudents of Kirksey Elemen- thirty o'clock in the morning at
tary School at the regular the club house for the monthly
The inDecember PTA meeting. A business meeting.
capacity crowd was present for vocation preceding a sack lunch
was given by Mrs. Bethel
the program.
J. Matt
Richardson. Mrs,
Themes and songs for each
Sparkman, president, presided.
grade were: Czechoslovakia,
Mrs. John Belt, second viceIn the Starlight," Mrs. Rita
president of the club, reported
Price, Mrs. Ruth Potts; first;
that a representative of Herst
Spain, ''The Holy Child," Mrs.
Performance, Inc., will be in
Judy Nrnell, fifth; Sweden,
Murray on December 14 to
"Christmas Song," Mrs. Nadine
den ionstrate the uses of a power
Jones, second;
France,
"Gloria," Mrs. Lucille Potts,
Mrs. Anna M. Hopkins, James
Richardson
Nix, seventh; Germany, "0
Faithful Pine," Mrs. Rachel
Neale, Mrs. Nancy Lovett, and
fourth;
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IN
Music alirRina
a gift for her
lifetime-and her
children's, too...

Mrs.
Leads Study, Elm
Grove Acteens

A book study on Baptist work
in European countries was
presented to Acteens of Elm
Grove Baptist Church in two
parts by Mrs. Henry Richardson, leader of the group, at the
church.
This study preceeds the
"week of prayer for Foreign
Missions" in Southern Baptist
Churches. Film strips giving
important information and
scenes of the European countries studied were shown.
Interesting true stories were
given about Baptist work in
these countries some of which
are under Communist rule. The
title of the book was "They
Have Soul."
The Basic Bible verse used
was John 4:24. Each girl was
given a copy of this verse,
printed in Italian and translated
into English. They also received
a copy of the German hymn,
"Silent Night," also translated
into English, used by the group
as their song of worship during
the study.
Each girl was "pinned" with
the name of a Baptist
missionary now serving in a
European country and asked to
write to that person during the
Christmas season. Each
missionary was remembered in
prayer by the group.
A hand-made glass Christmas
ornament crafted in Poland was
given to each girl by Mrs.
Richardson. She asked each to
remember that the person who
made the ornament also has
"soul," even though he lives in a
country steeped in religion, but
without little religious freedom.
During the "Week of
Prayer," Southern Baptists the
world over will be giving time,
money and prayers to the Lottie
Moon Christmas Offering,
enabling missionary work to be
continued overseas.
Following the study, Mrs.
Charles Henry and Glenda
Kelly, leaders served pizzas. A
tray Of _cheeses and Cokes were
also served.
Present
were
Melinda
Faulkerson, Sandra Simmons,
Martha Outland, Cindy Knight,
Booden,
Willette
Pam
Richardson, Bonnie and Donna
Smith, Tammy Outland, Sharon
Buchanan, Diane McCuiston
and Brenda Outland and the
leaders.
Members of the R.A.'s of the
Church were asked to join the
pizza party.

tool known as the "Jaws of
Life."
Local civic groups and other
interested persons have banded
together in an effort to promote
an interest within the community so that the purchase of
this tool ought be deemed
necessary. The public is invited
to witness a demonstration of
the power tool at two pun.
Thursday, December 14, on the
court house grounds.
Mrs. Bob Billington, club
finance chairman, announced
that the first order of Murray
Woman's Club cookbooks will
be delivered Wednesday,
D zember 13, and will be ready
fo sales this week. The finance
chairman of each department
will make the cookbooks
available to any person wishing
to purchase one.
These chairmen are : Mrs.
Rolf E.P. King, Alpha; Mrs.
Charles Simons and Mrs.
Donald B. Hunter, Creative
Arts; Mrs. R.H. Thurman,
Delta; Mrs. Harold Douglas,
Garden;
Ray
Mrs.
Buckingham, Home; Mrs.
George Oakley, Kappa; Mrs.
Charles Hoke, Music; Mrs.
John McCage, Sigma; Mrs.
Al.. Hough, Theta; Mrs. James
Rudy Allbritten, Zeta.
Mrs. Sparkman introduced
Willard Ails, representative of
the Drug Council, who reported
on the "Medicine Cabinet
Cleanup," a project now underway to encourage people to
rid their ineditine cabinets of
old and unused drugs.
Ails said that the youth of the
community
were
busily
engaged in composing a slogan
for a bumper sticker concerned
Avith safe usage of drugs. Plans
are currently being made to set
up a Poison Control Center at
the hospital. This center will
supply the public with a phone
number to be called in times of
accidental poisoning in the
home
or
elsewhere
if
emergency procedures are
necessary. Required treatment
will be advised so that the
victim might have immediate
care.
Mrs. Sparkman reminded
board
members of the
Christmas Music program to be
held at the club house on
December 10.
The next board meeting will
be held Monday, January 8,
Each member is to bring a sack
lunch.

Ambassador Jones
Is Quota Speaker
Ambassador Marshall Jones
of Murray was the guest
speaker at the regular program
meeting of the Murray Quota
Club held Tuesday, DeCeMber.
5. at the Triangle Inn.
The former foreign diplomat
spoke on "Our Changing
World." He was introduced by
Mrs. Marjorie Dunn, program
chairman.
The president, Mrs. Helen
Spann, presided at the meeting.
Twenty-five persons were
present.

Women's Group And Men's Group Organized
At The Independence Methodist Church
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losed
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A meeting was held at the
Independence United Methodist
Church on Thursday, December
7, at seven o'clock in the
evening for the purpose of
organizing a United Methodist
Women's Society and a
Methodist Men's Group.
Twenty-eight women and
twenty-one men joined the
separate groups. The regular
meetings will be held on the
first Thursday evening of each
month.

Give a Wurlitzer Piano, and you
give a lifetime of pleasure and relaxation. The Wurlitzer is built to
give you endless years of finest performance... exclusive Wurlitzer deWomen's Group
sign, the result of more than a century of experierwe in musical instruand committees
Officers
ments, assures you the ultimate in
fine piano tone, beauty and perform- elected for the Women's
ance. Because they deserve the very organization were:
best, nothing less than a Wutlitter
Myrtle
Jones,
Mrs.
is good enough for your children,..
for their life-long enjoyment.
President; Mrs. Desiree
Duncan, vice-president; Mrs.
The Wurlitzer Piano is surprisingly low Marita Burkeen, secretary;
in cost. Corn* in today, and see how easy
Mrs. Inez Hopkins, treasurer;
It Is to own a superb Wurlitzer Piano
Mrs. Annette Schroader,
Wurlitser has the way CO
reporter; Mrs. Edna Cunteach you to play. Come
ningham, Ms. Linda Fennell,
cart
you
how
in and tick
and Mrs. Brenda Duncan, social
learn to play—quickly and
relations; Mrs. Jeane Burkeen.
easily.
Mrs. Karen Haley, Mrs. Pam
'200
SAYE
Cunningham, Mrs. Cheryl
missionary
Burkeen,
Reg. '695 Now '495
education; Mrs. Ima Nell
Burkeen, Mrs. Mary Phillips,
and Mrs. Naomi Schorey,
Dixieland
spiritual growth; Mrs. Livy
Chestnut St., Murray
Finnell and Mrs. Laura
Phone 753-7575
Schroader, program materials;
tic
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Mrs. Charlene Tyler, Mrs.
Lovell Oglesby, and Mrs.
Barbara Haley, nominating;
Mrs. Paulette Fennell, Mrs.
Dorothy Burkeen, Mrs. Linda
Lois Fennell, and Mrs. Shirley
Schroader, project; Mrs. Mur/
Parker, Mrs. Mary Opal
Hopkins, Mrs. Larue Bizzell and
Mrs. Ester Coy, refreshments.
Names were drawn for
sunshine friends. Several
different
projects
were
discussed. Plans were made to
fix Christmas fruit baskets for
shutins and senior citizens of
the community.
Metes Group
Officers and committees
chosen for the Men's Group
were:.
Leon .Duncan, president;
Homer Fennell, vice-president;
Wayne Burkeen, secretary;
Euel D. Burkeen, assistant
secretary; Frank
Fennell,
treasurer; T.P. Jones, Royal
Parker, and Charles Hopkins,
program; Polk Tyler, C.C. Coy,
Stanford Schroader, and
Kenneth Fennell, project.
Other members are the
pastor, Rev. Richard Schorey,
Howard Coy, Randy Cunningham, Gary Cunningham,
Ken Collins, Randy 'Schorey,
Rickey
Burkeen,
Dicky
Burkeen, and Russell Hopkins.
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Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Paul Maggard at ten
ant.
Tuesday, December 12
The Esther Class of the
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a dinner at the home of
Mrs. Henry Boyd, 1690
Sycamore, at 6:30 p.m.

Why do doctors need
all that boiling water?
By Abigail Van Buren
IC 1,72

ClOcaa• Tribww-N

Y. Minn SyW., 10C-1

DEAR ABBY: I am a 13-year-old boy and like to watch
TV a lot. One night I saw a movie on TV where a baby was
about to be born and the doctor asked for "lots of boiling
wa'er." This puzzled me. I asked my father what they
needed boiling water for, and he said maybe they wanted to
make tea or coffee.
Then I asked my mother, and she said, —the doctor
probably just waned to keep the father busy so he wouldn't
be in the way." Abby, I think they didn't want to tell me
the truth so they just made up those silly answers.
Will you please be honest with me and tell me why a
doctor needs boiling water for the birth of a baby? This is
something they don't teach you in school.
UNCERTAIN BOY
DEAR BOY: They haven't used boiling water in a birth
since "The Birth of a Nation," which is a pretty old movie.
But in the olden days, all surgical materials were sterilised
ha boiling water to kill the bacteria and prevent infection.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are making a success
of our marriage, the second for both of us. My son, 14, lives
With us. My husband's three boys, age 8 to 14, live with
their mother, but occasionally come to visit at our house
for several days.
At their house, the family lives very informally, taking
their meals on trays to eat in the den while watching TV.
At our house the evening meal is important As a family
gathering and it is eaten at the table. When his boys are with
us, they often eat quickly and leave the table before others
are finished eating. With my awn son, I insist that he ask
permission to be excused when he leaves the table early.
Then he understands that for him the meal is over, and he
is not allowed to return to the table when dessert is served.
My questions: Am I hopelessly old-fashioned to stress
good table manners? Would I be presumptuous to teach my
husband's boys the kind of manners I have taught my own
son? Since they seldom eat at a table, perhaps they have
not had the opportunity to learn good table manners fl
don't want to appear to be critical of their mother's ways of
bringing them up.I
Do you think that while the boys are living with us they
should be required to observe the rules of our household?
PUZZLED STEP-MOTHER
DEAR PUZZLED: Absolutely. And no ifs, ands, or buts.
DEAR ABBY: How can I get the message across to my
mother in law when she tells me one of her "stories" that
she already had told at least 20 times?
It gets to be very annoying to listen to her go thru a
long, drawn-out monolog of one of her many lifetime experiences. When she launches into one of her boring stories,
on occasion I have politely reminded her that she has told
me before, but she goes right on until she finishes it.
I certainly keep track of what I tell people, and wouldn't
think of boring them in that manner. Your advice will be
much appreciated.
WITHHOLD MY NAME
DEAR WITHHOLD: You don't say how old you are, but
I assume your mother in law is about 25 years older, which
could account for her forgetfulness. Show a little more
compassion and patience, if not respect.

Murray Branch of the AAUW
will meet at the home of Miss
Ruth Cole, 814 West Main
Street, at 7:30 pin.
Murray Civitan Club will be
calling at homes in Murray
between five and six p.m.
selling Claxton fruit cakes. In
case of bad.weather, the sale
will be on Thursday.
Murray TOPS Club is
scheduled to meet at the Health
Center at seven p.m.
The Lydian
Class of the
Church will
fellowship hall
6:30 p.m.

Sunday School
First Baptist
meet at the
of the church at
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•Act III
•Jantzen
Fall and Winter

The Baptist Young Women of
the Flint Baptist Church will
hold its annual Christmas party
at the Triangle Inn at six p.m.

•Dresses
All 11
Reduced /3
One Rack
• DRESSES
• BLOUSES
• SKIRTS
• TOPS
• Gloves • Terry Scuffs
1,/ OFF
/2

Wednesday, December 13
Murray Art Guild open house
continues from ten a.m. to four
p.m.
The Wear-Helm Service
First
Circle Class of the
Christian Church will have a
potluck dinner at the Community Center Ellis Drive, at
six p.m.
The Arts and Crafts Club will
meet for luncheon at 12 noon at
the Holiday Inn with Mrs. Helen
Lassiter as hostess.
Ladies day luncheon at
Murray-Calloway County
Country Club cancelled.

New Shipment . . .

The Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m.
— —
The South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Koska Jones
for the Christmas lunchon.

ACT III

The District 13, Kentucky
Nurses Association met for a
dinner meeting at the Black
Lantern in Mayfield recently,
with the president,
Marti
Adams, presiding.
The members selected Mrs.
Mary Ann Weatherford, a
sophomore nursing student, as
recipient of the First KNA
District 13 scholarship award of
$100. The scholarship will be
awarded annually to a deservinK—riursing student who
resides within District 13.
Mrs.
retiring
Adams,
president, presented the gavel
to the incoming president, Mrs.
Jean Culp, who will serve with
the following elected officer;
president-elect, Nadine Turnbow; secretary,4. Linda Fay
Clark; treasurer,
Marti
Adams; directors, Dorothy
Higginbotham and Linda
Tolbert; nominating committee, chairman Roberta
Garfield, Patsy Dennison and
Vida Trenholm.

own & Country
Dress Shop Pi

The Cole's Camp Ground
United Methodist Women will
meet at the church at 6:30 p.m.

1304 Chestnut Street - 753-8365
Dixieland Shopping Center

rft.
t4N
.‘

THE DOWNTOWN
MERCHANTS
Invite

A beard meeting for all new
officers as well as those already
in office, is scheduled for
December 12, from 6 until 7
p.m. at the Murray, State
University Nursing Building.
Members attending the
meeting were :Marti Adams,
Helen Basel, Audro Bell, Linda
Clark, Ruth Cole, Geneva
Cooper, Jean Culp, Patsy
Dennison, Marsha Dukes,

Y0
to do your Christmas shopping in the
Downtown Shopping Center.
* BEGINNING DECEMBER 11 *
the Downtown Stores will

Good Timers 4-H
Club Of Kirksey
Elects Officers
The first meeting of the
Kirksey Good Timers 4-H Club
was held at three-thirty o'clock
in the afternoon at the school.
Officers elected were :Debra
Tucker, president; Kim Smith,
vice president; Gail Smith,
secretary; Connie Smith,
treasurer; Suzanne Smith,
reporter.
Committees are: Dana
Robertson and Jennifer Tucker,
song leaders; Michael Falwell,
pledge leaders; Timmy Stone,
craft leader; Sherry Lawrence,
refreshment leader.

VISTING IN FLORIDA
Visting in St. Petersburg,
Fla., is Attie Bray of Hazel who
is spending the winter with her
brother-in-law and sister , Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Healy, 2836. 29th
Street, North, St. Petersburg,
Fla. 33713.

JANTZEN

• Douglas Marc
• Miss Donna
• Jean Castle

Concord
New
The
Homemakers Club will meet at
the Hpliday Inn at eleven a.m.

Nurses,:

Phyllis Dunlap, Roberta
Garfield, Vivain Gaotley,
Dorothy Higginbotham, Ella
Mae Lee, Arlene Oliver, Jane
Rainey, Grace Robbing, Shirley
Spratt, Emajean Thurman,
Ethel Tucker, and Nadine
Turner.

also

and Others

Mrs. Mary-Ann Weatherford Named Winner

Of Scholarship By,The District

remain open until 8:00 p.m

For Your Shopping Convenience
Also See . . .

SANTA CLAUS!
EACH

k

AFTERNOON BEGINNING
December 11.

Santa Claus will be in his house on
the Court House lawn. He will arrive
at his house at 3:00 each afternoon,
1:00 Saturday.
Santa will be there on the 8th
at 3:00 and the 9th at 1:00

q

et
114
A

All Fall and Winter

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.

The Ruth Wilson and
DEAR ABBY: Tell "TIT FOR TOT" IN SANTA MONICA
Wesleyan Circles of the United
to enjoy her full bosom while she still has it. When her
Methodist Women of the First
nursing days are over and she sheds a few pounds, other
Church will meet in the
surprises await her. Sign me .
. "DRAPE-SHAPE" IN ROSE13URG, ORE.
• .•.,,ssinisassiacisi.
Problems! Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write
to
ABBY. BOX 15709. L A., CALIF. Me and enclose a
stamped, addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send $t to Abby, Box OHM, Los
Angeles. Cal. POWS, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Letters for All Occasions."

Fellowship Sunday School Class
The Pacers
Homemakers '
room at 7:30 p.m.
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Eugene Schanbacher at
Murray State Symphonic nine amt.
Band and Wind Sinfonietta
The
Harris
Grove
concert will be at the University
Homemakers
Club will have a
auditorium at eight p.m. with
Prof. Paul Shahan as con- potluck luncheon at the home of
Mrs. Marvin Parks at eleven
ductor.
a.m.
Wednesday, December 13
The Hannah Circle of the
Thursday, December 14
United Methodist Women of the
The Ruth Sunday School Class '
First Church will have a family:
Christmas dessert party at the of the First Baptist Church will
have a potluck supper at the
social hall at seven p.m.
home of Mrs. Richard Walker at 'Murray 6:30 p.m.
South
The

Wranglers Hold Awards
Banquet for 1972 Season
The Wranglers Biding Club
held its awards banquet for 1972
recently at the community
room of the Murray Federal
Savings
and
Loan
Association.

and Chris Miller.
Women's
Barrells-Melissa
Schroader and Sherrie Garland.
Senior
Barrells-Jim

Wicker, treasurer; Sherrie
Garland, report.

Schroader
Carroll.

Receiving the best sportsmanship award for 1972 was
Earl Neale. The high point
family for the year was the
Schroader family including
Jim, Brnadean. Melissa, and
Calvin who were presented the
revolving trophy for this honor.
Kim Carroll is the youngest
member of the club while Rubin
Schroader is the oldest member. Youngest rider is Darren
McCuiston and oldest rider is
Claude Underhill.
Winners in the various classes
for the year 1972 are as follows:
Pony Pleasure-Randy Neale
and Keith Wicker.
Junior Western PleasureMelissa Schroader and biane
McCuiston.
Fox Trot-Claude Underhill
and Joe McCuiston.
Pony Lead Line-Timmy'
Morton and Deann McCuiston.
Pony Flags-Michael Wicker
and Tim Canup.
• Junior Flags-Ricky McCuiston.
Senior Flags-Carl Brown and
Richard Eldridge.

and

Norman

Women's Country PleasureSherrie Garland and Diane
McCuiston.
Pony Poles-Keith Wicker and
Randy Neale.
Junior Poles-Roger
and Ricky McCuiston.

Lesley

The Schroader family receiving the High Point Revolving trophy from the Wranglers Riding Club
for this year at the recent awards banquet. Gary Wicker, right, made the presentation. Members of
the family are Jim. Melissa, Bemadean,and Calvin Schroader.

Women's
Poles--Diane
Skelton and Rita Carroll.
Senior Poles-Danny Lamb
and Carl Brown.
Racking II-William Bedwell
and Joe McCuiston.
Women's Western PleasureConnie Jones and Melissa
Schroader.
Pony Speed Race--Randy
Neale and Keith Wicker.
Junior Speed Race--Roger
Lesley and Chris Miller.
Women's
Speed
RaceMelissa Schroader and Sherri
Garland.
Senior Speed
Race-Jim
Schroader
Carroll.

and

Rescue Race-Randy Neale
and Gary Henson, Roger Lesley
and Chris Miller.

Officers of the Wranglers Riding Club for the new year installed at the recent awards banquet of
the dub are, left to right, Sherri Garland, reporter, Betty Wicker, treasurer, Lois Woods. assistant
secretary, Alvis Lesley, vice-president, Connie Jones,secretary, and Gary Wicker, president.

Denver's John Ralston
altering Bronco's image
By MIKE WALDNER
Copley News Service

Earl Neale, right, was presented with the Best Sportsmanship
award for the year by the Wranglers Riding Club at its recent
awards banquet. Alvis Lesley. club president, made the award.

UCLA Unanimous
Pick For No. 1
-UCLA Leads Associatea
Press College Basketball Poll.
Those headlines carry almost
equal sarprise value as the inunbeaten,
uncredible,
threatened Bruins again are unanimously No. 1 today among
major undergraduate roundbailers.
Florida State and Maryland
remained UCLA's distant 2-3
challengers while Marquette
jumped one notch to fourth, exchanging places with Big Ten
powerhouse Minnesota.
North Carolina State and
Long Beach State remained
sixth and seventh, respectively.
Southwestern Louisiana rose
from 10th to eighth, Pennsylvania stayed ninth and Oral Roberts moved up two places to
No. 10.
UCLA was idle last week and
Coach John Wooden's West
Coast wonders have a 3-0
record olong
with
Florida
State, Maryland, Marquette
and Minnesota.
Florida State whipped Eastern Kentucky 87-70 and Biscayne 97-62 in action last week.
Maryland beat Canisius 107-80
in its only game.
Marquette had on impressive
-week, crunching 14th-ranked
Tennessee 56-30 and edging No.

11 Memphis State 72-69. Minnesota dropped one place despite slamming Wisconsin-Milwaukee 79-60.
North Carolina State continued to be the nation's hottest
scoring club, slaughtering
Georgia Southern 144-100 and
South Florida 125-88.
Long Beach State belted
Portland
102-66 and Puget
Sound 102-70.
Kentucky, eighth ranked last
week, took a double defeat dose
in a 79-66 battle with Iowa and
a 64-58 game against Indiana
and the Wildcats dropped out of
sight.
Southwestern Louisiana, 4-0,
scored its most recent triumphs
over Pan American 111-70, St.
Joseph's, Pa., 84-74 and Marshall 98-84.
Ninth-ranked Penn beat The
Citadel 57-34 and Navy 58-39.
Oral Roberts, leaping into the
top 10, slammed Wisconsin 9076, and Idaho State 95-82 before
nipping Murray State 79-78.

rsiEvt YORK

- The
New ork Yankees acquired
Babe Ruth from the Boston
Red Sox in 19211 for
$125.000-a little more than
half) the salary Hank Aaron is
drawidg from the Atlanta
firmes this year.

/11Uff)5tt4 SERVICE

Guaranteedidufflers at Economy Prices!
7th & Maple St
Phone 1539999

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
North Carolina found the key
for defeating Kentucky-build
up a comfortable early lead,
stall and then hope.
The strategy worked as the
Tar Heels raced to a 46-26 halftime edge and then held on for
a 78-79 college basketball victory Monday night.
"You aren't going to add to a

20-point halftime lead against a
great teani like Kentucky,"
said North Carolina Coach
Dean Smith.
"We are very happy to have
gotten that win."
Kentucky's Ronnie Lyons,
who didn't start due to a kidney
infection and a case of anemia,
scored 15 points in the second
half and led a tenacious comeback effort that trimmed North
Carolina's lead to 71-65 with
four minutes left. Bobby Jones
of the Tar Heels then tossed in
two straight baskets to preserve the victory.
North Carolina, ranked No. 11
nationally, was led by George
Karl's 22 points while Jones
added 15. Kevin Grevey paced
unranked Kentucky, which last
week was tabbed eighth, with
19 points_

Norman

Men's Country Pleasure-Keys McCuiston and Norman
Carroll.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NBA
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Boston
22 3 880 New York
23 6 793 1
7 21 .260 161
Buffalo
/
2
Philadelphia
3 27 .100 21 1 2
Central Division
Baltimore
15 13 .536
15 14 .517
Atlanta
Houston
11 15 .423 3
Cleveland
9 21
300 7
Western Conference
Midwest Division
Chicago
19 8 .704
19 9 .679
Milwaukee
12
K.C.-Omaha
16 15 .516 5
Detroit
13 14 .462 6
Pacific Division
Los Angeles
23 4 .852 Golden State
17 10 .630 6
Phoenix
13 17 .433 111
/
2
Seattle
10 22 .313 15,/2
Portland
6 22 214 171/2
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Houston at Buffalo
Atlanta at New York
Cleveland vs. K.C.-Omaha at
Omaha
Los Angeles at Chicago
Milwaukee at Portland
Philadelphia at Baltimore
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
Golden State at Detroit
Boston at Phoenix
New York at Atlanta
Milwaukee at Seattle
Only games scheduled

The Denver Bronco's history falls something short of
the great American success
story.
But you have to give credit
to the Broncos. They provided
Denver with plenty of false
hopes back in 1960 when the
American Football League
was formed. The Broncos
inaugurated the AFL with a
13-10 victory over Boston.
Then came a 27-21 win over
Buffalo.
It has been downhill the rest
of the way. Denver finished
that first season with a 4-9-1
record, including a 41-33 loss
in the Coliseum against the
old Los Angeles Chargers. It
never has had a winning season. The record for 1971 was a
familiar 4-9-1.
There was a hint of what to
expect when the first college
player drafted by the Broncos
was a fellow named Roger Le
Clerc, a center from Trinity.
He did not last beyond his
first season in what was then
little better than a semi-pro
league.
It should not be said that
Denver always flops in the
draft. The Broncos did select
Floyd Little in 1967. He is
the defending National Football League ground-gaining
champion.
Denver also was wise
enough to draft Merlin Olsen,
Kermit
Cowan,
Charlie
Alexander, Bob Brown and
Dick Butkus. let's make that
Denver was wise enough to
properly evaluate the immense talents of Olsen,
Cowan, Alexander, Brown
and Butkus. It was not wise
enough to draft these gentlemen because each signed with
and became an NFL star in
the days before the AFL
joined the club.
Naturally, this wisdom displayed by the front office was
further shown in the selection
of head coaches. Frank Filchock, Jack Faulkner, Mac
Speedie, Ray Malavesi, Lou
Saban and Jerry Smith have
led the Broncos. These are
household names
. in their
own households.
Faulkner was coach of the
when he came up
year in
with a 7-7 record. He was fired
during the 1964 season. Saban
had more than five years remaining on a 10-year contract
as general manager-coach
when he quit last season.
Coaching in Denver does this
to people.

1964,

Enter John Ralston as general manager-coach.
Along with coaching. Ralston has found time to be an

-I think anyone reading my
book would come away with
one big thought," he says. "At
least I hope it would be bigger
than any other. It's that we
(football coaches) probably
are dealing with a more involved athlete, one involved
politically and socially. We
must readjust along with
everyone else. You can't
coach the same way you did 10
years ago. You have to be
flexible."
Ralston gained attention at
Stanford University, in Palo
Alto, Calif., by allowing his
players freedom "to do their
own thing." He also coached
Stanford to the last two
Pacific-8 Conference titles,
Additionally, these championship teams won in the
Rose Bowl against Ohio State

and Michigan.
The 3-6 record Denver now
possesses is not especially impressive. However, Denver
followers will tell you this is a
much improved edition of the
Broncos,
For one thing, Ralston did
not turn out to be the low-key
man they expected. He moved
right in and established himself as the boss. When Dave
Costa and Rich Jackson,leaders of a strong defensive front
four, continually questioned
his authority, Ralston sent
them packing. This is one of
the benefits of the professional league over the undergraduate game. There are no
four-year scholarships in the
NFL.
The play of Denver has
picked up. The Broncos are a
team that easily could have a
6-3 record. They hold a 30-23
victory over Oakland and a 1610 conquest of the Los Angeles

College
Basketball
The Top Twenty teams, with
first place votes in parentheses,
season records. and total points.
Points tabulated on basis ot 20
18 16 14 12 109 8 7 6 5 4 3 21
1. UCLA (411
30
800
2. Florida State
30
648
3. Maryland
30
620
4 Marquette
30
522
5. Minnesota
30
452
6 N.C. State
40
398
7 Long Beach St
30
377
SW Louisiana
4-0
273
9 Pennsylvania
30
260
10 Oral Roberts
30
185
11 North Carolina
40
176
12 Missouri
50
82
13 Vanderbilt
5-0
73
14 Providence
10
71
15 Indiana
3-0
64
16 Houston
5-1
62
17 BYU
3-7
56
18 Michigan
3-1
48
19 Memphis State
2-2
45
20 Kansas State
31
31
COOPERSTI
N.
N.1.
tUPPI - Satchel Paige is the
only pitcher in baseball's 11611
of Fame whose major league

record was less than .1181,
l'aige had a 28-31 mark during
author His -•'-'fieaelking
‘
,To-.. him:dhows majut-league
career
day's Athlete" came out a
with the Cleveland Itillans and
year ago.
• SL Louis Browns.
_

Rams. They were not embarrassed when they lost to Minnesota (23-20), Cleveland t2017) or the New York Giants
(29-17).
All the false hopes of the
early days have been gone for
a long time. But John Ralston
has given life to fresh confidence.
Contrary to what Costa and
Jackson think, he is a flexible
man Except when it comes to
losing. He's much more comfortable winning - and there
could be a lot of that ahead for
the Broncos.

Pro Grid
Standings
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
NFL
American Conference
East
W I T Pct. Pts. OP
x Miami 13 0 0 1.000 369 171
NY Jets
7 6 0 .538 347 298
Balti
5 8 0 .385 235 236
Buffalo
3 9 1 .280 233 360
N Eng
3 10 0 .231 171 401
Central
x,Pitts
10 3 0 .769 319 173
9 4 0 .692 242 239
y-Cleve
Cinci
7 6 0 .538 238 212
Houston
1 12 0 .077 147 319
West
r Oak
9 3 1 _731 337 227
7 6 0 538 270 240
KC
4 8 1
S Diego
346 262 320
Denver
4 9 0 308 780 326
National Conference
East
W L T Pct. Pts. OP
x -Wash
11 2 0 .846 319 194
y Dallas 10 3 0 .769 316 217
NY Gnts
7 6 0 538 308 244
3 9 11 280 169 280
St. Louis
Philadel
2 10 1
192 122 328
Central
x.G Bay 9 4 0 692 274 206
Detroit
7 5 1 .577 305 273
Minn
7 6 0
284 232
4 8 1 i 204 247
Chicago
7 5 1 .5 . 333 232
SanFr
Atlanta
7 6 0 538 255 257
6 6 1 .500 274 252
L.A.
New On
2 10 1 .192 195 331
x Clinched division title
y Clinched playoff berth
Monday's Game
Oakland 24, New York Jets 16
Only game scheduled
Saturday's Games
Baltimore at Miami
Minnesota at San Francisco
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Games
Cincinnati at Houston
Buffalo at Washington
Chicago at Oakland
Cleveland at New York Jets
Detroit at Los Angeles
Green Bay at New Orleans
Kansas City at Atlanta
New England at Denver
New York Giants at Dallas
Philadelphia at St Louis
Pittsburgh at San Diego
Only games scheduled

ABA
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
Carolina
19.
Kentucky
16
Virginia
18
New York
12
Memphis
10
West
Indiana
18 12 .600
17 14 .548
Utah
Denver
14 13 .519
San Diego
14 19 .424
Dallas
10 16 385
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
New York at Dallas
Virginia at Utah
Denver at San Diego
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
New York at Memphis
Carolina at Kentucky
Only games scheduled

Jimmy Baker tossed in 40
points as Nevada-Las Vegas
erased a halftime deficit and
upset 10th-ranked Oral Roberts
86-80. Bob Florence added 22
points for Las Vegas and David
Vaughn led Oral Roberts with
18.
No. 7 Long Beach State put
six players in double figures
and ripped Colorado 93-69. Roscoe Pondexter led the winners
with 20 points followed by Glen
McDonald with 17 and Olympic
star Ed Ratleff with 16. Dave

led Colorado with 19.
Junior Lee Harris pumped in
a career-high 30 points as Nebraska defeated Texas Christian 72-58. Harris, whose 13
field goals were one short of a
Nebraska record, led the Huskers to a 38-24 halftime lead.
Dan Murphy sank two free
throws with three seconds remaining and lifted Cincinnati to
a 76-74 triumph over Arizona
Logan

State.
Douglas
Leon
Freshman
made his varsity debut by scor-

ing 18 points and snaring 10
rebounds in guiding Alabama to
an 89-73 victory over Georgia
Tech. Wendell Hudson also
scored 18 for Alabama.
Unbeaten Drake, led by Dennis Bell's 28 points, posted an
83-70 victory over Creighton
while George Washington beat
Texas A&M 79-72.
Southern Illinois whipped Weber State 82-70, Baylor edged
Oklahoma State 63-60, Rutgers
defeated Lehigh 86-73 and the
Australian
national
team
downed Oakland 78-71.

College
Basketball
North Carolina 78, Kentucky
70
Eastern Kentucky 90, Morehead 85
Campbellsville
86,
Union
Tenn. 82
Georgetown (Ky.) 90, Oak-

land City (Ind.) 77
Pikeville 66, Union 65
1UPI) - The Boston Celtics
won 10 National Basketball
Association t‘hampionships
during the 12 years which Bill
Russell played for the team

r-.

Sports
In Brief
By

The Associated Press
BASEBALL
.
CINCINNATI Catcher
Johnny Bench of the Cincinnati
Reds had a lesion removed
from his right lung today and
his doctor reported that there is
no indication of malignancy.

HOCKEY

.

NEW WESTMINSTER, B.C.
- Wayne Maki, left winger for
the Vancouver Canueks of the
National Hockey League was
listed in fair condition at Royal
Columbian Hospital after re-

By MIKE BRANDON
Friday night at the Hilton Inn
in Tulsa, I ran into a fellow
Kentuckian. He was none other

4.4 brim ttunoc.

than Jerry
Thusrton, star
basketball player and All-Stater
from Owensboro lash year.
This season, Jerry is starting
as a 6-6 freshman forward for
Kansas State. He seemed to be
very pleased with his school but

TUCSON, 'Ariz. Jan
Young, an assistant coach at
the University of Michigan was
named head football coach at
Arizona.

to coming back to Owensboro
for Christmas. Jerry scored 12
points in Kansas State's surprising loss Saturday night to
the Hurricanens of Tulsa

he said he was looking forward

Pro Hockey
Standings

East
L T Pts GF GA
17 5 7 41 119 70
18 7 3 39 130 91
14 8 7 35 106 86
11 /3 3 25 85 96
9 14 5 23 91 92
817 4 20 86 120
3 21 2 8 52 129
West
Chicago
16 9 2 34 101 74
Minn
15 11 3 33 96 83
Ptiilaphia
13 12 4 30 106 101
L Angeles
13 12 4 30 96 94
Pitts
13 12 3 29 104 90
Atlanta
11 15 5 27 75 97
St. Louis
10 12 5 25 68 84
Calif
4 17 6 14 70 115
Monday's Games
No games Scheduled
Tuesday's Games
St. Louis at New York Island
erS
Chicago at Vancouver
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Montreal at California
New
York
Rangers
at
Toronto
New York Islanders at Pitts
burgh
Boston at Buffalo
Atlanta at Detroit
Chicago at Los Angeles
Philadelphia at Minnesota
Only games sChedulect
WHA
East
W
L
T Pts GF GA
N
England 19 9 I 39 123 90
Cleveland
17 12 1 35 105 81
New York
16 15 0 32 131 113
Quebec
14 17 1 79 97 9?
Ottawa
13 13 1 27 97 116
Philaphia
8 18 0 16 82 116
West
Winnipeg
20 13 2 42 130 100
L Angeles
15 12 1 31 102 107
PITTSBURGH (API - The
Minn
15 12 1 31 90 90
Pittsburgh Penguins of the Na- Alberta
12 16 2 26 90 107
11 15 1 23 85 97
tional Hockey League have Houston
Chicago
7
1 15 68 96
called up forward Robin Burns
Monday's Games
New England 4, Winnipeg 3
from their Hershey farm club
New York 8, Chicago 3
'of the AHL to replace injured,
Only games scheduled
Jean Pronovost.
Tuesday's Games
Minnesota at Los Angeles
Pronovost was hit by a Shot
Philadelphia at Quebec
from Gilles Marotte of the Los
Alberta at Houston
Only games scheduled
Angele Kings Saturday night
Wednesday's Games
and suffered a broken nose as
Alberta at Houston
well as a severe gash that reQuebec at New York
Winnipeg at Philadelphia
red almost twaluairs_of sp.71ttew &tenant() at ctii_ca
turing, the club said.
Only games scheclul•
W

Montreal
Boston
NY Rang
Detroit
Toronto
Vancvr
NY Island

Burns Called

le
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Pro Cage
Standings

Racking 1-Wilhani Bedwell
and John Canup.
Men's Western PleasurerFrank Fennell and Phil McCuiston.
Pony Barrells-Randy Neale
and -Keith Wicker.
Junior Barrells-Roger Lesley

Officers elected for the year
1973
are
Gary
Wicker,
president; Alvis Lesley, vicepresident;
Connie
Jones,
secretary;
Lois
Woods,
assistant secretary; Betty
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University.

against much larger teams.
Marcelous Starks seems to have
improved a lot since last season
and Mike Coleman and T.0
Jamison are beginning to prove
themselves and consistent
reboimders. And of course, no
matter what position I,es Taylor
is at, the 6-3 senior is going to
get his share of rebounds.
It was just beautiful the way
Les defensed Oral Roberts' AllAmerican Richard Fuqua. Los
stuck to Fuqua like molasses to
paper. Fuqua hit only 4-19 from
the floor one of those on a layup
and the other was a jumper on a
screen.

Looking back at the game
with Kansas Thursday night, I
must say that I.was very surprised with the Jayhawks' gym.
The floor appeared to have a
few warped spots and there
seemed to be several dead spots
on the surface also. Several

If you think that the weather
is cold here, you should have
been in Topeka Thursday
morning. It was a bone chilling
six degrees and the wind chill
factor was 12 below.
Things
weren't much better in Tulsa as
the temperature was in the

times the Racers turned the ball
over on what might have been
an effect of the floor.

teens and the ice and sleet
played havoc with the roads.

The Racers rebounding in
both games was just unbelievable. Murray dominated
the boards in both games

Until Christmas

Murray State will take a
much needed rest until the
Racers resume action at the
Fieldhouse Saturday night by
entertaining Jackson State.

Miami
returr

By FRANK MACOM331
Copley News Service
So far, with the 1972 N
al Football league se
the halfway mark, it has
something less than a n
year for quarterbacks.
The Baltimore Colts'
an Johnny Unitas has h
problems. So has th
Francisco 49er's'
John Brodie. And Len D
still has to come up to h
her performances f
Kansas City Chiefs, E
New England Pa trio
Plunkett, rookie of the
1971, is lagging far beh
achievements of a y
Yet there is one who
tent among professio
ball's signal-callers.
old he can remem
teams would hop a
travel to their next ga
instead of a jetliner.
recollect when $1.50
barber's fee for the
crew cut he still spor
These days, howe
year-old Earl Morr
busy to reminisce.
by Miami Dolphin C
Shula for the 8100
price when Baltunor
go, Morrell has bee
the job of taking the
to the Super Bowl a
that Bob Griese has
lined with injuries.
A few weeks ago
was one of the forgot
football. Now he has
a second time as th
the hour. just as he d
when an elbow in
Colts' Unitas push
onto the field. That
won most valuabl
honors and the role
Bowl III starter for
The uniform is
day. So are some of
But the can-do di"
Morrell brought
when the 49er's drat
the first round of 1
tially the same.
"Don Shula br
here to be ready a
if necessary," Earl
a role I've played
And play it M
For example,.
San Diego Charg
he completed 8 of
two for touchdo
Twilley and Paul
four earlier 1972 vi
Dolphins never ha
one touchdown
No one but Sh
rail knew for a
the Dolphins c
Morrell go. In
down, Shute had
choice between
Gazio, a prom
and Morrell. A f
hold accident to
might have he
make up his min
wardrobe door
apartment came
ners and he tri
back. The door
they took a co
in the gashed ml
Del Gazio's thro
day before a pr
with Cincinnati
So Shula stay
rail, figuring
might be an e
he needed a
Morrell's. He
Earl Morrell
the course. If
play football
might have
Not every
tience and
stay in the
noticed until
former is bro
Morrell has
places like
Pittsburgh,

12, 1972
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th 19.
umped in
ts as Neas Chriswhose 13
hurt of a
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• t by scorsnaring 10
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SPORTS UNLIMITED

Namath Passes For 403 Yards
In Losing Effort To Raiders

Miami's Morrall
returns to wars
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
So far, with the 1972 National Football League season at
the halfway mark, it has been
something less than a notable
year for quarterbacks.
The Baltimore Colts' veteran Johnny Unitas has had his
problems. So has the San
Francisco 49er's' injured
John Brodie. And Len Dawson
still has to come up to his earlier performances for the
Kansas City Chiefs. Even the
New England Patriots Jim
Plunkett, rookie of the year in
1971, is lagging far behind his
achievements of a year ago.
Yet there is one who is content among professional football's signal-callers. He's so
old he can remember when
teams would hop a tram to
travel to their next game site
instead of a jetliner. He can
recollect when $1.50 was the
barber's fee for the type of
crew cut he still sports.
These days, however, 38year-old Earl Morrall is too
busy to reminisce. Acquired
by Miami Dolphin Coach Don
Shuts for the $100 waiver
price when Baltimore let him
go, Morrell has been handed
the job of taking the Dolphins
to the Super Bowl again, now
that Bob Griese has been sidelined with injuries.
A few weeks ago Morrall
was one of the forgotten in pro
football. Now he has emerged
a second time as the man of
the hour, just as he did in 1968
when an elbow injury to the
Colts' Unitas pushed Morrall
onto the field. That year he
won most valuable ',layer
honors and the role of Super
Bowl III starter for the Colts.
The uniform is different today. So are some of the rules.
But the can-do drive which
Morrall brought with him
when the 49er's drafted him in
the first round of 1956 is essentially the same.
"Don Shula brought me
here to be ready and to step in
if necessary," Earl says. "It's
a role I've played before."
And play it Morrell did.
For example, against the
San Diego Chargers recently
he completed 8 of 10 passes,
two for touchdowns to Howard
l'willey and Paul Warfield. In
four earlier 1972 victories, the
Dolphins never had more than
one touchdown pass.
No one but Shute and Morrall knew for a time how close
the Dolphins came to letting
Morrell go. In the final cutdown, Shute had to make a
choice between Jim Del
Gazio, a promising rookie,
and Morrell. A freak household accident to Del Gazio
might have helped Shula
make up his mind. A hanging
wardrobe door in Del Gazio's
apartment came off its runners and he tried to put it
back. The door slipped and
they took a couple of stitches
in the gashed middle finger of
Del Gazio's throwing hand the
day before a preseason game
with Cincinnati.
So Shula stayed with Morrall, figuring someday there
might be an emergency al-an
he needed a cool hand like
Morrall's. He was righi.
Earl Morrell has been over
the course. If he didn't love to
play football he long since
might have been gone
Not everybody has the patience and determination to
stay in the wings virtually unnoticed until the star performer is brought low.
Morrell has hung his hat in
•
places like San Francisco,
Pittsburgh, Detroit, New

York and Baltimore before
landing in Miami. When he
first came to camp with the
Dolphins, Morrell left his
family at home. Chances are
he might not have come at all
if it had not been for Shula.
Morrell and his wife decided
it would be unwise to uproot
their two youngsters from a
Baltimore high school.
Morrell had no way of
knowing whether he would
play for the Dolphins or watch
from the bench. He only knew
that Shula had been a good
friend and had helped out with
family problems in an emergency when the Giants unexpectedly dealt Morrell to Baltimore for a draft choice.
With people like Shute, it's
hard to say no, Morrall said
later. For years, Morrall has
played for coaches. Now he is
playing for a coach — and a
warm friend.
''It makes a big difference," says Morrall.

Whalers Edge
Jets 4-3 Monday

By ERIC PREWITT
.
Associated Press Sports Writer
OAKLAND AP) — Even in
defeat, New York Jets' quarterback Joe Narnath has a knack
for upstaging other football
players.
"Joe was on target all
night," Jets' Coach Weeb Ewbank said Monday night after
Namath passed for 403 yards in
a 24-16 loss to the Oakland
Raiders that killed the Jets'
hopes of making the National
Football League playoffs.
"He has these kind of

GREENFIELD NAMED OVC PLAYER OF THE YEAR—George Greenfield, running-back for
Murray State University, has been named Offensive player of the Year by the Ohio Valley Conference. Greenfield also received honorable mention on the Little All-American Team. For the
season Greenfield carried the ball 251 times for 1155 net yards rushing, averaging 115.5 yards per
game and 4.6 yards per carry, to break Murray State records on total carries and yards gained in one
season. Greenfield also broke the record for most yards gained in a game with 259 yards against
Evansville. Pictured aith Greenfield at right) is Bill Furgerson. head football coach at Murray
State.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Monday night football
angers blackout foes

By JACK MURPHY
BOSTON ) AP) — No wonder
There was a time when
Coach Jack Kelly of the New American housewives cooled
England Whalers could smile. freshly baked pies by placing
The great former Chicago them in the window. Now they
Black Hawk Bobby Hull, now put them there to thaw.
player-coach of the Winnipeg
This is the era of artificial
Jets in the World Hockey Asso- turf and synthetic food and
ciation, had just pronounced Monday night football, and I
the Whalers' defense the most hadn't thought of Monday
experienced in the league.
night as a problem until Pete
The Whalers edged Hull's Rozelle made it an issue.
It's an issue in our home beteam '4-3 Monday night. Mike
cause it interferes with dinner
Hyndrnan and Kevin Ahearn
— and conversation. I'm not
scored third period goals within much at working in the yard,
three minutes of each other to but I compile a lot of Brownie
snap a 2-2 deadlock.
points by hanging around the
It was the Whalers' sixth con- kitchen, chatting with the
secutive triumph and extended cook.
their Eastern Division lead to
Except on Monday night.
four points over idle Cleveland. Then I become as deaf as a
It was also New England's 14th post to everything but the
straight win on home ice.
voices of Coseil, Meredith and
Gifford and the atmosphere is
In the night's only other WHA
charged with tension.
contest, the New York Raiders
Once in a while the cook will
beat the Chicago Cougars 8-3. wander into my study, obthere were no NatIonarHockey serve the events on the TV
League games.
screen, and display a flicker
"They ( the Whalers) were of interest.
really skating in the third peri"When will that blasted
od and that told a big part of thing be over?" she asks
the game," Hull said. "If we tenderly. "I'm holding dinhad a little bit more staying ner."
power in the third period,
But Monday night is a
things might have been differ- greater issue in the nation on
those occasions when game
ent.
"The Whalers have a •good cities are blacked out. All but
experienced ciefease_I'd say those who hold tickets for the
more experienced than any oth- entertainment feel deprived.
er team in the league. That's They are at a loss to know how
where I'd start building a hock- to amuse themselves.
This is a tribute to the apey team."
Winnipeg's goals were scored peal of pro football, but it also
by Milt Black in the second pe- carries certain penalties. The
riod and Norm Beaudin and sport has insinuated itself into
Chris Bordealeau in the third American culture to such an
period. The other Whalers' extent it is now equated with
tallies were by Tom Webster free speech as one of the
rights of citizenship. Congress
and Jim Dorey.
and the White House are presNew York's Ron Ward, pro suring the National Football
hockey's leading marksman, League to lift TV blackouts
snapped a 3-3 tie late in the when the games are sold out
second period with his 27th goal 48 hours in advance, and legof the season as the Raiders islation is pending.
The heat is such that his
trimmed Chicago.
New York then salted it away majesty, King Rozelle, has ofon third-period goals by Wayne fered a compromise regardRivers—his second of the ing the Super Bowl.
If the forthcoming spectacgame—Craig Reichmuth, Hal
ular in Los Angeles is a sellWillis and Bob Jones.
out 10 days in advance, the
Norm Ferguson and Mike screens will light up in SouthLaughton also scored for the ern California.
A clever fellow, Rozelle.
Raiders while Bob Whitlock,
Butch Barber and Reg Fleming The seating in the Los Angeles
Coliseum approaches 100,000,
tallied for Chicago.
"We were pretty bad," said and the chances of an early
Chicago Coach Marcel Prono- sellout are remote. Yet I don't
vost, "and our main problem blame him for resisting the
politicians with all possible
was we showed up."
energy.

Enix Interiors
For your shoppingtbnvenience,
we will be open till 8 p.m. Monday-Friday
until Christmas.
Chestnut Street

Ph. 753-1474 or 753-1479

I haven't read the Constitution recently, but I'm fairly
certain that document says
nothing about the right of free
entertainment. Further, I
thought Rozelle made good
sense when he appeared before a Senate committee
headed by Sen. John 0.
Pastore of Rhode Island to defend the NFL's TV policy.
The commissioner believes
his sport is threatened by
those who would give away
what the NFL is trying to sell,
and I agree.
The notion that all NFL
games are regularly sold out
is an illusion.
Testifying in Washington,
Rozelle declared that More
than I million tickets remarried unsold for the last 11
weeks of the season. In 1971,
52 NFI, games did not have
capacity crowds.
Rozelle attacked the idea
that the public is deprived by
blackouts. The average NFL
home territory receives 74
free game telecasts each season. The concern, as he sees
it, is oversaturation.
"In my opinion, the bill ...
would in essence be self-defeating," Rozelle explained.
"It would virtually assure
that in a period of a few years'
time there would be no such
thing as a sellout and therefore no local television. At the

Carlson Threatens
Action On Merger
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) —
American Basketball Association Commissioner Robert
Carlson interrupted a meeting
of the ABA Board of Trustees
Monday for a news conference,
announcing that if Congress
fails to act on legislation which
would permit an ABA and National Basketball Association
merger, the ABA is prepared to
return to all-out warfare in its
_
-fight for survival.
He also threatened the NBA
with a law suit if it doesn't go
through with a pro basketball
merger, should Congress pass
merger legislation.
"Under our merger agreement the NBA is forced to
merge if Congress passes 'reasonable and appropriate' legislation authorizing the merger,"
he said.
Carlson spoke on the first of
a two-day meeting of ABA owners.
The owners agreed on proposed merger legislation to be
introduced when Congress convenes in'January, Carlson said.
He also predicted the bill would
have the support of the players
associations of both leagues.
During the last session of
Congress, a bill authorizing.any.
anti-trust exemption for the
merger failed.
In other action, the owners
"discussed but did not decide
on anything finally," on a draft
of undergraduate players, Carlson said.
The league will "commence
iiiiiiiedjate discussion with
whatever networks are interested" in a television contract
with the league, Carlson said.
The-ABA's contract with CBS
expires after this,season.
The.owners also ratified a labor agreement with the ABA
Players Association, which Carlson said would be signed next
week.

same time, it would have
made nonbuyers of former
fans."
Sponsors of the antiblackout
legislation insist the NFL is
protected by the provision
that games must be sold out
on Friday before the Sunday
blackout is lifted. Rozelie is
unimpressed.
"Human nature is such," he
reminded, "that when people
get accustomed to having
something free they are not
likely to be enthusiastic about
paying for it on other occasions.... It is a little like a supermarket announcing that if
it sells a certain amount of
steaks by Friday, it will give
them away over the weekend.
Steak sales are not likely to be
very promising for the first
five days of the week."

Bowling
Standings
THURSDAY COUPLES
Bowling League
Team
W.
Red Birds
38
14
Night Owls
31
21
Demons
31
21
Ups & Downs
30
22
Ten Pens
24
28
B's & C's
24
28
Alley Cats
28
24
Misfits
271,2 241/2
Strikers
27/
1
2 24/
1
2
Rockets
27
25
Road Runners
1
2
26/
1
2 25/
Whiz Kids
26
26
Gene's Body Shop
25
27
23 429
Fighting Four
Strikes
22'z 29'?
19
Super Bowlers
33
Pacers.
18
34
Lynn Grove Four
12
40
High Team Game (SC)
Red Birds
780
Red Birds
740
Red Birds
689
High Team Game (HC)
858
Red Birds
838
Red Birds
819
Road Runners
High Team Series (SC)
2189
Red Birds
1897
Night Owls
1871
Demons
High Team Series (NC)
2483
Red Birds
2286
Alley Cats
Ten Pens
2282
High In
High Ind Game (HC)'--Men
Dan Jones
262
Delmar Brewer
227
Vernon Riley
214
Women
Mitzi Lax
206
Patsy Neale
205
Betty Dixon
183
High Ind. Game (HC)
Men
Dan Jones
273
Delmar Brewer
245
Vernon Riley
239
Women
Mitzi Lax .
255
Patsy Neale
232
Sharon Johnson
223
High Ind. Series (SC)
Men
Dan Jones
668
Delmar Brewer
591
Vernon Riley
580
Women
Patsy Neale
583
504
Mitzi Lax
481
Betty Dixon
481
Sharon Johnson
High Ind_ Series (HC)
Men
701
Dan Jones
Vernon Riley
655
Delmar Brewer
645
Earl Ferguson
645
Women
Patsy Neale
66,
1
Mitzi Lax
651
613
Sharon Johnson
High Averages
Men
Jim Neale
186
186
Dan Jones
Hargrove
182
T.0
176
Delmar Brewer
Lyman Dixon
172
171
Charlie Hargrove
170
Carlos Black
170
Ron Pace
170
Tommy Jones
Women
Patsy Neale
164
149
Betty Dixon
147
Judy Parker
Judy Parker
Hilde Burket
LaVaughn Latimer
Betty Johnson
Burlene Brewer
Nancy Maggard

147
145
145
140
137
136

games," admitted Raiders
Coach John Madden,"but I feel
our guy was pretty good too."
Oakland quarterback Daryle
Lanionica, throwing a lot less
than Namath, passed for 202
yards and two touchdowns in
the nationally televised game.
Raiders fullback Mary Hubbard and Jets receiver Don
Maynard were two other players whose feats were overshadowed by Nainath's passing
show.
Hubbard gained 118 yards to
become the ninth NFL rusher

Tar Heels Hold On For
78-70 Win Over Wildcats
By JEFFREY MILLS ..
Associted Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky. f AP)—The
important thing for new Kentucky basketball Coach Joe
Hall as his Wildcats dropped
their third straight game Monday night was that they just did
not want to lose.
"They gave a great effort in
that second half," Hall said
after his team sliced 20 points
from a North Carolina lead before losing to the Tar Heels 7870.
"They got together and
played great basketball in the
second half. They really
showed that they didn't want to
get beaten," he said.
Carolina, now 5-0, used crisp
passing, and alert defense and
a fast break, led by guard
George Karl to build up a 46-26
halftime lead over the sometimes disorganized Wildcats.
The lead reached 59-33 five
minutes into the second half.
Then Kentucky started playing
the explosive basketball that
Wildcat followers have been
waiting for—and it was 5-foot-10
guard Ronnie Lyons who lit the
charge.
Lyons did not start and failed
to score in the first half, but
after intermission he hit on seven long jumpers and set up several other Kentucky baskets
with his steals.
The junior guard was playing
with a kidney infection and a
case cif anemia; diagnosed the
day before the game, but there
was nothing ailing his play in
the second half.
A Lyons jump shot pulled the
Wildcats to within 71-65 with
four minutes to go.
North Carolina forward Bob-by Jones, who had been on the

bench with four fouls for much
of the Kentucky rally, then put
the game out of reach with two
field goals.
For the game Karl led all
scorers with 22 points and
Jones added 15.
Kevin Grevey led Kentucky
with 19 and Lyons finished with
15.
Hall acknowledged that
Lyons' play inspired the rest of
the team. "Maybe Ronnie
found himself;and the rest of
the team did too."
Lyons, normally a deadly outside shooter, was off form in
Kentucky's first three games
and went 0-for-4 from the field
in the first half as North Carolina ran up its big lead.
A bevy of talented sophomores also had failed to live
up to expectations until the second half rally.
North Carolina Coach Dean
Smith said the late splurge
may have been the end of Kentucky's jittery play this season. 4
"There was such a buildup
over this Kentucky team because of their undefeated freshman team of last year. But
when they got so far behind in
the second half, maybe the
pressure was off and we saw
how good they really are,"
Smith said.
Hall, whose team seeks its
second win of the season in the
University of Kentucky Invitational Tournament Friday
against Nebraska, thinks Smith
is right.
"You can bet we'll come out
scrapping that time," he said.
PHILADELPHIA tUPli—
Alexander of
the Philadelphia Athletics set
the major league record of lf)
shutouts in a season in 191h.
Grover Cleveland

to hit the 1,000-yard mark this
season. The 35-year-old Maynard caught seven Namath
passes for 131 yards and
reached an all-time NFL high
of 632 career receptions.
The loss left the Jets at 7-6
and eliminated their chance of
winning the American Conference's wild card playoff berth.
The Raiders, as champions of
the AFC West, are 9-3-1 and
heading toward a playoff opener on the road against Pittsburgh, or possibly Cleveland,
on Dec. 23.
The Raiders kept the Jets out
of the end zone after Namath
hit tight end Rich Caster on a
touchdown pass play covering
49 yards in the first quarter.
That score put the Jets ahead
7-3.
Two interceptions near the
goal line helped the Raiders.
Lanionica put the ball into
the end zone on a perfect 39yard scoring toss to Fred Biletnikoff as the Raiders took a
10-7 lead in the second quarter,
and a pass to Ray Chester in
the fourth quarter produced a
68-yard touchdown play and the
final 24-16 margin.
Namath left the game briefly
after suffering a slight ankle injury. He waved a hand in appreciation as he limped off the
field to the loud cheers of Oakland fans.
The touchdown pass to Chester was the biggest Oakland offensive blow of the night. It
came right after Bobby Howfield's third field goal had cut
Oakland's lead to 17-16.
Lamonica went to Chestei
who was all alone behind the
New York secondary, after faking a handoff to running back
Charlie Smith on a third down
and half-yard situation.

44,4'

Gift wrapped,
In Packs and Boxes

KING
EDWARD
GIVE

America's Largest Selling Cigar

Safe Buy Used Cars
Local Cars
NEW CAR TRADE-INS
1972 Buick Centurion. 8,000 actual miles.
$1900.00 Discount from New Price!
1970 Lincoln Continental. 4-door, loaded,
like new.
1968 Cadillac Sedan Deville. Like new,
original spare never been used.
1970 Dodge Monaco. 4-door, air conditioned.
1971 VW Square Back. Air conditioned.
'1971 VW Super. 2,7door, air conditioned.
1971 VW. Radio.
1971 Datsun Pickup.
1969 Datsun 2-door. Price $650.00.
1968 Datsun 4-door.
1968 Datsun 4-door.
1970 Maverick 2-door.
1969 Plymouth GTX.
* MANY OTHERS TO SELECT FROM!! *
All were traded in on a new . . .
Lincoln, Mercury, Capri, Toyota or GMC.

Hatcher Auto Sales
South 12th Street

Phone 753-4961
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Many Famous Names
Recognized on Moon
By HARRY F. Rosenthal
Associated Press Writer
SPACE CENTER, Houston
i API — Exploring the moon,
the Apollo 17 astronauts will
make copious use of the names
of greatness, fiction and whimsy that have stirred minds on
earth.
Camelot, Bronte,Candide and
Cochise. Lee, Lincoln, Mitchell
and Jones. Sherlock, Gatsby,
lAra and Nemo. They're all
places the astronauts will visit
during their three days on the
moon.
"They are the people in the
literary arts who have impressed me as having explored
the human mind and the spirit
at, given times," said garrison
H. Schmitt, the geologist-astronaut who tacked on most of the
names.
"They are just names that
occurred to me," he went on,
"people that I'm most familiar
with in the reading that I do.
They are people who are past
greats in literature. There are
some references, not to names,
but to characters or places in
the books of present writers
that I personally feel close to."
The names — for craters,
flats and mountains — will
stick only so long as the astronauts are on the moon and
serve to identify sites for the
space scientists on the ground.
But they'll make a good parlor game for literary whizzes
who happen to catch a moon-to
earth broadcast. Here is a little
guide to some of the 62 names.
Agassiz: Louis Agassiz studied the geological and biological samples and data returned
by Army explorers of the
American West.
Agricola: Latin name of Greg
Bauer, 16th century author of
treatises on mining and metallurgy.
Bronte: Charlotte Bronte,
19th century English novelist.

Candide: Protagonist uf a
satirical book with the same
name by French author Voltaire.
Cochise: Apache chief. "I
think he personifies many of
the great things that exist within the Indian peoples," said
Schmitt, a. New Mexican.
Holden: Holden Caulfield,
protagonist of "Catcher in the
Rye': by J. D. Salinger.
Horatio: Horatio Hornblower,
a character in the historical fiction of C. S. Forester.
John Locke: English philospher and scientist.
Henry: Prince Henry the Navigator, 15th century supporter
of early Portuguese explorations.
Lara: Heroine of Boris Pasternak's novel, Dr. Thivago.
Nemo: Character in the novels of Jules Verne.
Rogers: Humorist Will Rogers and fictional space hero
Buck Rogers.
Shorty: A character in Richard Brautigan's novel "Trout
Fishing in America."
Tasaday: For a tribe recently
discovered in the Philippines;
living in a dense rain forest,
they reputedly are unaware of
the moon's existence.
Mental care
NEV, IORK it I'll —
Patients are getting out of
mental hospitals after weeks
rather than years on the
grounds that aftercare in the
community is more beneficial
than confinement in the institutions.
The NA M H Reporter,
official publication of the
National Association for
Mental Health, reports that in
areas with good aftercare
programs there is a dramatic
drop in readmission rates.
The average dairy cow in the
United States produces almost
a ton of edible nutrients each
year.

Weight-Watcher
TRY

Diaphene-Forte
A pleasant way to
help decrease your
desire to sat

WALLIS

DRUGS

multIAT Phone Pl. 3.1272 KENTUCKY

At last! An affordable
microwave oven that
does it all.

Winners In
„kro. Serviceman
Call
Your Individual Ho oscope ,
Contest
Frances Drak

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Very encouraging influences.
Things will be happening fast
during this period. Gear your
action to handle the stepped-up
pace.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) Ni;47
'
Don't worry if detoured from
your objective. If the original
course was well planned and
organized, you can get back on
it later — with fine results.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Be alert to a present tendency
toward inertia, lackadaisical
action. Curb through selfdiscipline. Current matters
need further study. Some trends
changing.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 0
0
Rough sledding indicated in
some areas, but don't worry.
You have the talent, the will
power and the determination to
overcome all obstacles.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Planetary influences now
give slow-moving projects new
momentum, indicate better
results than even you may have
anticipated. Get going!
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Personal matters may need
some special attention, perhaps
a change of plan. A state of
readiness advised, to cope with
the unexpected.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Get the other fellow's point of
view BEFORE determining
yours — to be better informed.
Planetary influences stimulate
high-powered action.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22,
Your personality, if at its
highest level, could win many
friends now. Put forth your best
efforts, support worthwhile
causes and insist upon integrity
of method.

er

YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly independent individual,
restless and freedom-loving.
Despite these traits, however,
you will stick to the job at hand
and, whatever it is, will accomplish thoroughly and well.
You have an extremely logical
mind and enjoy both study and
research; would make an excellent scientist — especially in
r.CED
FROM

369'

Microwave cooking comes of age wi h the
practical, thrifty-to-use Litton Minute
er:

The Tennessee Valley
Authority ITVA) reports rates
for electsicity in its area are still
about V; per rent below the
national average.

Use

it every day, 3 times a day. Cook corns ete
meals in /
1
4 the time . . at far lower cost than re
lar cooking appliances.
And enjoy these Litton "firsts," based on 17 years
of microwave experience: (1) Auil,omatic defrosting
at a button's touch (2) Easy-clean acrylic interior
(3) Largest interior of any counter-top oven (cooks
a 20-lb. turkey)
FREE 168 PAGE COOKBOOK included. Tells how
tb bake cakes, brown meats, cook vegetables . .
and much, much more!
)rne in for a demonstration'

LITTON

I:
Litton
1

linpc.•

tkcrowave Ovens
r 001, mg than

Dunn's TV, Furniture
and Appliance

the fields of medicine,
engineering or geology. In the
business or financial world, you
could become a top executive,
an outstanding counsellor. The
law is another excellent outlet
for your talents and, on the
creative side,so are writing and
music. Birthdate of: A.
Lawrence Lowell, lawyer,
educator,
writer;
Drew
Pearson, newspaper columnist.
• • •
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1973 For a persOnal 140 page
forecast on health. wealth, love and
marriege, Send El 00 plus 2S cents in
coin for postage
handling to
Horoscope book Department. Box 173.
Old Chelsea StatiOn. New York. N
10011, mentioning this newspaper
Print your NAME. ADDRESS with
ZIP, and DATE OF BIRTH (to be sure
you get the ',gilt forecast for your
20,1,0C sign/

and

Ghosts are safe
NEW YORK IUPI) — On
Halloween, drivers can see a
white-sheeted ghost better than
an) other goblin.
The American Optometric
Association says white material
is safety visible to a driver
traveling up to a speed of 50
miles an hour. Even ghosts can
be safer by decorating their
sheets with retro-reflective
material and by carrying a
flashlight or battery-operated
lantern.

Ten area residents who submitted their names for a drawing sponsored by Local 10315,
Communications Workers
of America, got the word Friday
that they can expect a telephone
call from a relative in the
armed forces overseas — courtesy of the local.
Mayor Dolly McNutt drew the
names from a box during a
ceremony in her office at city
(sal, attended by three representatives of the CWA local.
John Fleming, president-elect
of the local, said the relatives
now should write to the servicemen and inform them of the day
and time to call. CWA will pay
all charges for the call, no matter where it comes from, Fleming said.
The 10 winners were:
Mrs. Norman Nester, Boaz Rt.
2; Mrs. Debbie Shears, 3301
Schneidman Road; Durward
Hamilton, Gilbertsville; Mrs.
Terrell Tucker, 212 Erwin Drive,
Mayfield; Frances Freeze, 1008
S. 10th St., Mayfield;
Mrs. Freeland Stuart, 2219
Navaho Drive; Rebecca Jo
Vaughn, 828 W. North St., Mayfield; Nell Tuck, 100 W. Farthing St., Mayfield; Mrs. John
Shuppert, Kevil; and Fay Green,
901 S. 7th St., Mayfield.

He carves fish
out of wood

"P%.

SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21,
It will be important now to
maintain balance and perk up
your attitude and, possibly,
your schedule. Keep alert to
new trends, subtle hints of
change.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Both employers and employees have numerous issues
to work out. Constructive
measures can be still further
improved if all get together and
cooperate.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid needless anxiety and
tension. You can deal effectively
with
difficult
assignments by being your
inherently practical and farseeing self.
PISCES
ate..
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Attack all undertakings in
your innately straightforward,
confident manner. The brighter
your attitude, the more
cooperative and congenial
others will be.

Some Space Leaders Thinking
Of More Down-To-Earth Future

Announced
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By ROLIA WILLIAMS
Copley News Service
FRAZEE, Minn. — Frank
Fawcett, who has a snug summer cottage on Twin Lake
near here, is a merry 75-yearold retiree, a railroad machinist, who fools people with
the lifelike fish he whittles
from wood.
It's a hobby with the twinkly
eyed Northern Pacific railroader.
"I wouldn't sell 'em," he
says, "though I've had plenty
of offers.... Oh, I did sell one
'once, but they're really just to
give away to my friends."
A neighbor, Ray Gesell, has
a white crappie hanging from
his wall, a fish so animated
that it appears poised to flop
from the board against which
it is pressed.
It certainly fooled a visiting
Californian.
Fawcett, who lives most of
the year at Moorhead, Minn.,
commencd his unusual
sculpturing in the early 1950s.
"The fishing got so tough,"
he says,"that I couldn't catch
I had to make 'em."
'em
Actually, it was an outlet for
his boundless energy, his talent for toolmaking; a fill-in for
those long winter nights in
Minnesota.
"I guess it was five, six
years till I got one I liked," he
says.'The first ones were too
flat, not thick enough. I used
three-quarter-inch wood,
rounded the edges off, painted
the fins on... But they didn't
look right."
Fawcett, born in Illinois but
moving early to Wisconsin
Rapids, Wis., is a fly fisherman by instinct. His first effort was a trout. Since, he has
moved into walleye, northern
pike, muskellunge, bass,
crappie and bluegill.
What he does, essentially, is
glue together three one-inch
thick slabs of clear white pine,
draw the outline of a fish on it
and follow this tracing with a
band saw.
He rounds off the edges with
a chisel files to remove the
chisel miirks.
Fawcett couldn't find the
sculpting tools he needed at a
hardware store, so he made
his own. His fish have scales,
fins, eyes. They are painted
with lacquers of various hue
and given up to six coats of
varnish.
"There's practically no upkeep," Fawcett claims. "Just
go over them once in a while
with a wet rag. Don't use detergent for that'll dull the
varnish."

The artist — though he
might not answer to the term
-- has a local reputation as a
seer and as a dog trainer.
In 1950 he fashioned three
sets of male-female figures
from wood and dressed them
with what he conceived to be
the swimming fashion in 1900,
in 1950 and 1975. He locked
these behind* glass panel so
CABINET NOMINEE
he couldn't fudge later. His '75
- Caspar Wctinberger talks
prediction is topless for womin his White House office
en and micro-mini trunks for
after being nominated to
men, Certainly' fashions are
become Secretary of
thseaclueation._ and. _ 'heading in that direction
—As-for Ms pmeeace-tontttan
Welfare
•

mals, he has taught his cocker
spaniel, Sandy, to sing. He
holds a recording machine to
the dog's ear, and the animal
lifts his mouth to the heavens
and "sings" with the gusto of
a plains coyote.
He'll sing by the hour, till
Fawcett bids him halt. It is a
surprising sight and a weird
sound.

By LYLE W. PRICE ..
Associated Press Writer
1,0S ANGEI FS ( API —
Faced with the last planned
Mon mission and prospects of
peace, some American spaceindustry leaders are thinking of
a more down-to-earth future.
There is talk of getting into
rapid transit, health-care systems, designing computerized
law-enforcement systems, communications and shipbuilding.

Rocket scientist Wernher Von
Braun, credited _with helping
develop Germany's World War
II V2 rocket and America's Saturn rocket that boosted spacecraft to the tnoon, foresees the
United States as resuming
manned moon flights in 10
years.
"Space," he said, "is here to
Most aerospace officials,
however, resist the idea that stay."
Packard, a former top Dethe industry is in serious
trouble. As industrialist David fense Department aide and now
Packard notes, "It is rather chairman of Hewlett-Packard
ironic to be talking about an in- Co. of Palo Alto, Calif., said
dustry in deep trouble with an
Apollo on the way to the moon
today."
However, in California, the
nation's leading aerospace
state, more than 180,000 jobs
have been eliminated since the
industry's high of 616,000 jobs
five years ago.
At a week-end conference
here, called to examine the
need for the aerospace industry
to retool, most participants
agreed in speeches and interviews that it will have to retool
to some extent.
"We have, in effect, put to
pasture an industry responsible
for some of the most significant
achievements in our history,"
Sen. John V. Tunney, D-Calif.,
told 200 aerospace officials and
economists at the conference
called by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics and the National Association of Business Economists.
"In a time of growing public
antagonism toward the war in
Vietnam and the spiraling arms
race, the government did too
little, too late, to ward off the
inevitable decline in an in-

---Phone-753.3031 a.

t

that, despite the industry's obvious "severe problem," he is
-not at all sure that this problem can be solved, or even alleviated for the industry, by
trying to move into new-product and new-market areas."
Packard said his suggestion
is for aerospace "to call a
spade a spade and admit that
the first priority of the aerospace industry is to get its
house in order and not go
charging into new fields."
He said he thought President
Nixon will keep supporting
spending for necessary defense
levels. "At least in terms of
current dollars, there will probably be no major decreases."
12 Oz.
Bag

THE MEMBERS OF

THE MURRAY
ROTARY CLUB
Extend sincere appreciation and warmest
thanks to the good citizens of Murray and
Calloway County for contributing so
generously to the success of the Rotary
Christmas Community Auction held on Nov.
25.
We extend particular thanks to Charles
Moffett, Kirby Jennings, Charles Rains,
James C. Williams, Wayne Wilson and
Charles Thompson for their loyal, generous,
effective support.
And to the many hundreds who donated,
delivered, marched, played, sang and
helped in so many ways, we ask them to
share with us the joy and pleasure of having
given of their time and talents to
a worthy
civic cause.
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ASSOCIATED PRESS
ALM
Here is an indispensable reference tool for every home, classroom, or office.
THE OFFICIAL ASSOCIATED PRESS ALMANAC has the authority of the
world's largest news-gathering organization ciehibd it. It contains up-to-theminute facts on sportsfr politics (all 1972 election results are included), the arts,
history—and virtually every other field of human knowledge. Nearly 1,000
pages in a large 6 by 91
/
2-inch format, The AP Almanac is one of the least expensive one-voluette reference books available today. You can obtain your
copy for only $1.50 plus 25 cents postage through this newspaper.
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dustry which since World War
II has become a major component of our national econo-
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Fireside

COOKIES
Palazzo Flare

A large assortment
of cookies for holiday treats!

12 Oz.
Bag

MAN IX

HOSTESS
CULOTTE

Picture
near actual
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size of radio

New and Exciting!
1.5 Volt Micro Transistor
Radio.

Reg. 16.88
She says everything
you tell her to say!
Raise her arm, pull
string and talk to
her-lower arm, pull
string and she'll repeat what you said.

88

Reg. '3.66 $
)
tk

WARING

Charles
s Rains.
son and
enerous,

HAIR DRYER

d
1,' t`•
k

For faster hair styles at home. Dial
hear control. Hood
raises and lowers
easily and quickly.

donated,
ang and
them to
of having
a worthy

Sunbeam
For holiday parties, testive fashions are needed!
Brushed nylon blend culottes with zip front and
braid trim around neck and
sleeves. 40" flare leg.
Lovely colors of pink and/
blue in sizes 10 to 18.

1

If-

CANISTER
VACUUM

'Model VC631

All steel construction with
full power suction. Includes
2 wands with locks, hose
with 2 year guarantee and 4
cleaning attachments.

Reg. 29.97

BRUT GIFT SET
FABERGE's gift to the Christmas
season! Splash on lotion with a different companion . . . 7 ounce
creme shave in exhilarating Brut!

G.E. quality plus
self-cleaning
feature. Prolongs irons
life.

CROW Stt.Wt

Reg. '3.00

Model F-11 OWH

- Buffet -Style

G.E.SK1LLET

16-Speed

BRA & BIKINI

8

Stainless steel cooking surface is easy
to clean, stain resistant. Tilt leg for
draining grease and
oil.

Stretch Lace

4

IONA MIXER

24 8

Portable or stationary mixer. Automatic
beater ejector. With
stand and bowl.
An ideal gift of stretch
lace! One size fits all.
Assorled lacy colors and

Model SK27AVS

Caprice Solid State

Styles.

TALKIE

WALK I E

Gillette;.111

ST-105
REG. $8.88

Style Comb
For Her 2 sets of

7

Operates on 9 volt transistor battery, 5
transistors, 2 complete units.
Includes batteries and antenna. /F

snap-in, snap-out
vibrating combs. Ideal for
the natural look that's in
style. She'd love to find
one under her tree!

I 97
Rib Knit Nylon

BODY SUIT

Norelco

Waring Portable

V I P

MIXER

Triple Header
VIP shaver for your very important
person' Adjusts to 9 stops for per. no matter
sonalized shaving
what his beard problems' Features
famous floating head, self-sharpening blades and coil cord! For someone you really want to have the besl.
buy this Christmas star'

control

Fingertip

$788

Chrome Only

Nylon body suit with button placket front, long
sleeves, snap crotch and
elastic leg. Assorted colors in S, M and L.

Eastern Electric

Pollenex Swedish ,

HAIR DRYER
591

MASSAGER"

Model D-5002

PAK---41We

c
2.99

COLOR EhleARGEMENT SPECIAL
5 x 7 COLOR
ENLARGEMENT
MADE FROM ANY STANDARD
SIZE KODACOLOR NEGATIVE
OR COLOR SLIDE
COMM ETE WITM FRAME
OFFER EXPIRES

12/15/72

-

Our Reg. 99¢

COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
000ER

Big K will be open every night until
10:00 F. M. Until Christmas, for your
1-6 Sunday
shopping convenience

Lerner's
SEWING CHEST

333

Model SC22

Plastic chest shell
with plenty of room.
A perfect gift for
any seamstress.

AFGHAN KIT

6n

Each kit has 6
skeins of 100% acrylic yarn, washable
and dryable. Choose
from 3 colors. is

Stimulating, vibratory action lets you
enjoy exhilarating
massage all overl

Cepacol

Mens
FOX PHOTO SILK•FINISH

opies

MUSK
OIL

-

I
COUPON

11"

Provocative

Ripple
Patter

An ideal gift! Dry
and style your hair
at the same time!
Great for longer styles!

CRY

$26"

limit 1

GIFT SET

233

2n

MOUTHWASH

2.5 Oz. Bottle

Choice of 2 styles:
tie, lighter and wallet in frame or tie,
cuff links and hand* kerchief in, frame.

Becomes more potent the longer you
wear it! You may be
unable to detect itbut the opposite
sex always will!

Bel Air Shopping Center

We Reserve The Right to Limit Quantities

Acres of Free Parking

153-8777

BANKAMERICARD

NPVg
shatterproof
bottle! A soothing,
refreshing way to
start the day!

200z. Size

99c
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Wives Find Peace Talks Terrifying, Not Joyful
Cases
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
Kentucky Court of Appeals is
"about to be swamped'Arith
cases,according to Acting Mid
Justice John S. Palmore.
By HELEN M. PAGEL
In a recent interview,
Service
Copley News
Palmore described the effects
of the rising tide of cases the
Out in the orchard about 50
high court must consider, and
abanold
an
stood
ago
years
related details of another,
the
house.
In
doned brooder
hopefully more successful,
neighborhood were some halfattempt at court reform.
dozen boys about 12 years old
According to Howard E.
who had formed a club. Now
Trent,
Court of Appeals adof
requisites
prune
one of the
ministrative
director, a
a club is a clubhouse, and
"broadly representative
what could be more ideal than
committee," formed last May,
the old brooder house'
is working on a draft of a conIt was centrally located, yet
stitutional amendment to
isolated enough so that any
reform the court system. The
seen
be
curious adult could
draft will be presented to the
approaching in time for the
1974 General Assembly.
members to conceal any projThe committee is composed
ects which wouldn't bear
of interested officials, including
looking into too closely. It was
representatives of the Court of
small and compact enough to
Appeals, governor's office,
give that feeling of closeness
Circuit Judges Association,
so essential to real brotherhood and it was dirty enough
Governor's Judicial Advisory
so that no boy needed to feel
Council,
Kentucky
Bar
uncomfortable in it.
Association, Kentucky Crime
Rights of occupancy having
Conunission and the Senate
been established, the brooder
Judiciary Committee.
home was rechristened "The
"Chief Justice Samuel
Hut" and the club, which was
Steinfield called the group
definitely on the informal
together earlier this year so all
side, took active possession
those interested in conwhenever
and gathered there
stitutional improvement would
the mood seized them.
not be palling in opposite
What went on there was
directions,"
Palmore said. "We
inFor
mostly a mystery.
now have had two meetings. Out
stance, a deck of cards might
of these meetings we have
disappear from somebody's
appointed a steering committee
home, but if ever an adult ento determine just what kind of
tered the Hut they would find
amendment would come closest
the boys seated Turk fashion
to satisfying all interested
on the floor, elbows on knees,
people and groups, and at the
chins in hand and doing
same tune would have a good
"nothing."
Now, nobody objected to
chance of being accepted by the
their playing cards and novoting public."
body had forbidden it, but for
The' steeririg committee
some reason known only to
members
are:
Morton
boys of 12. they would rather
Holbrook, Owensboro, chairbe caught dead than have an
man; Amos Eblen, Lexington;
adult catch them playing
Judge Scott Reed, Lexington;
cards.
Robert K. Cullen, Frankfort;
As winter approached the
Judge Thomas Ballantine,
Hut got too cold for comfort
Louisville and Viley Blackburn,
and somehow the members
Somerset.
managed to persuade their
Past efforts, the conparents to allow them to institutional
revision in 1966 and
stall a small stove.
the proposed amendment to the
But even a small stove can
Judicial Article last winter,
cause considerable damage
have failed. But Palmore hopes
when the stovepipe doesn't fit
the new approach may have a
and whoever is building the
better chance.
fire crams in as much wood as
"We may not satisfy anybody
the stove will hold.
completely, but we're trying to
This combination of cirget together something that will
cumstances did occur one day
do some good, and have some
and resulted in the roof catching fire. The boys, grabbing
semblance of a chance of
buckets from somewhere, passing," he said.
filled them with water and
Palmore said the group may
swarmed up on the roof. They
hire a professional pollster to
succeeded in extinguishing
"find out what we can hope to
the fire and at the same time pa* and what we cart-T.44w
learned a valuable lesson in
pas.
physics. Every single one of
"We hope to have some kind
them can tell you today exactof amendment to present to the
ly what happens when you
1974 General Assembly that will
pour buckets of cold water-.
tepresent a consensus of
onto a red hot stove.
opinion and have a good chance
of passing because we have
The city of Jackson. Miss. is
sounded out public opinion."
named after Gen. Andrew
Jackson
Meanwhile, with the rising
number of cases, the high court
is faced with a situation some
judges have described as
"critical."
Although some cases are
handled on a "current basis,"
many are delayed up to 20
months. Palmore indicated it
soon may be as much as two
years before routine cases can
be reached for consideration.
The court considers two types
of eases:
"advanced" and
"ordinary."

Datsun 610.

Hospital Report
The new Datsun 610
Wagon. A Datsun Original. 5 big doors for easy
entry. Low price for easy purchase!
• 1800 cc overhead cam
engine
• Polker-assist front disc
brakes
• Rugged unibody
conStruction4
• Fully-reclining front
buckets
• Wall-to-wall carpeting
• Tinted glass
fp Whitewalls, wheel covers
• Much more, standard!
Test drive a 610 today.i
Drive a Datsun.. then

Flom Nissan with Pride

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun

December 8, 1972
ADULTS..94
NURSERY-1
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS.
MasterGregory Scott Norsworthy, 507 Central, Mayfield,
Mrs. Elkin Paiiter-,—Route 7,
Murray, Sammy Joe Tidwell,
519 South 7th, Murray, Jesse
Gingles Wallis, 810 Olive,
Murray, Master Truman
Harley Anderson, Jr., New
Concord, Rexie Jackson,
Hardin, Vance Coffield, 1803
College Farm Road, Murray,
Cody Worth Adams, Route 1,
Farmington, Mrs, Asako
Tanaka and Baby Girl, 212
South 16th, Murray, Robert
Zelna liumfelt, 210 South 15th,
Murray, Marshall Emerson
English, National liotel,
Murray, A.B. Wyatt, Route 1,
Kirksey.
Cricket is a national sport in
the Caribbean island-nation of
Barbados, says National
Geographic.
of
University
The
Mississippi began operation as
aral_ arts school in 16411
witfi-ii—Trarrrnorrlaraa

State law requires some cases
to be advanced on the docket,
such as criminal and workman's compensation cases.
Some also are advanced as a
matter of policy or according to
the rules of the court, including
child custody cases, hardship
cases and cases of considerable
public importance.
According to Palmore, one of
the court's problems is an increase in the number of advance cases.
"Though most advanced
cases are disposed within the
term of the court, the fact that
we have more advanced cases
means it takes longer to get to
the ordinary ones," he said.
"Though most advanced
cases are disposed within the
term of the court, the fact that
we have more advanced ,ases
means it takes longer to get to
the ordinary ones," he said.
"People with disputes over
auto accidents, condemnation
suits and contracts.. these are
the ones who are suffering."
According to the 1972 biennial
report of the state Judiciary
Council, the number of cases
handled by the appellate court
increased from 666 in calendar
year 1961, to 1311 during
calendar year 1970. This
represents a 96.9 per cent increase in the workload.
The problem wasn't born
overnight. The 1891 State
Constitution limits the number
of Court of Appeals Justices to
seven. That same constitution
eliminated a former judicial
system that contained an intermediate court.
According to
a
1966
Legislative Research Commission Report, "a major objection to the Judicial Article of
the 1891 Constitution is that it
contains detailed provisions
which impose uniformity where
diversity is needed." The report
noted that the 1891 document
contains a "prohibition against
courts other than those
specifically listed in the present
Constitution," a provision
which Palmore feels makes
constitutional reform perhaps
the only satisfactory course
toward solution of the high
court's present problems.
While Court of Appeals
Justices have been limited to
seven, the number of Circuit
Court Judges' has more than
doubled, from 33 to 83, since
1891.
"The more trial judges you
have,- said Palmore, "the
more trials you have, and,
'Critrkequt-W4r;r4s.
--carzkoogiare
"Most people who give this
matter a lot of thought, finally
come to the conclusion that the
only way to make a satisfactory
adjustment is to provide an
intermediate court between the
Circuit Courts and the Court of
Appeals," he said. "This would
enable the Court of Appeals to
take fewer cases, and, at the
same time, would give nearly
everyone in appeal to ome court
from Circuit Court."
'Of course, if we just gave
these cases a 'lick and a
promise,' we could do more of
them, but lawyers and litigants
deserve better than that; you
want to give them a solid
review.
"If it gets to the point where
you can't do that," said
Palmore, "then the first and
most obvious solution is to
reduce the number of cases by
some measure such as raising
the jurisdictional amount ( the
minimum monetary value
which can be contested in the
appellate court For instance,
instead of coming into court
with a case involving $2,500, you
would have to have a $10,000
case."
Palmore said such solutions
have long been discussed and
that court members have seen
the problems coming for 20
years.
He quoted the late Chief
Justice Morris C. Montgomery,
who died in a 1969 auto accident.
"Judge Montgomery said that
poor people were just as much
entitled to an appellate review
as people with more money
involved in their cases, and
there's a lot of justice in that •
viewpoint."
Palmore outlined a number of
temporary measures that have
been tried and are being tried,
all intended to ease the growing
caseload problem. Some of
those solutions have included
short "memorandum type",
opinions, delegating some cases
to the special Commissioner of
the Court for review and
limiting the right of review.

change is the only thing which
could be done, but it would be
the best," Palmore said. "It's
the only satisfactory solution."
A Judicial Conference, to be
held in Louisville Dec. 7-9 will
consider judicial reform during
its concluding session.

By KATHRYN JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer
VIRGINIA BEACH, Va.(AP)
— Peace is frightening; the
prospect of the end of the Vietnam war holds terror, not joy,
for some Navy wives whose
husbands long have been missing in action.
"I'm n super-depressed. I'm
scared," said Nicki Stegman.
Her Navy flier husband has

been missing more than five
years.
"I'm going to have to face up
to death because I really think
my husband has been dead for
five years now. But I've used it
as a crutch," said the attractive, blonde young woman.
The Navy unofficially offers
no hope that Lt. Tom Stegman
of Baltimore will come home
when a cease-fire is signed.

"It's going to be like living it
all over again. All the horror.
Yet I couldn't face it if he
came back either .... I'm different now, too. And I've met
someone else I might marry."
Nicki is one of 21 Navy wives
in this coastal town 'with its
nearby Navy base whose husbands are either prisoners or
missing.
Two wives whose husbands
went down in the same aircraft
have differing opinions. One believes her husband is dead; the
other doesn't.
At 'least 1,200 Americans are
missing in action in Southeast
Asia.
Some wives who have clung
to slim hope will have to acknowledge for the first time the
finality of their husbands'
death. Some who thought they
were widows may find their
husbands are coming back.
Others, aware of profound
changes in themselves in the
long years of knowing their
husbands are most likely dead,
are awaiting the final word so
they can remarry. Several already have.
Sitting in the living room of
her home near the sea, Mrs.
Stegman took rapid puffs of a
cigarette and said:
"When I heard the news
about a possible cease-fire, I
started crying so, I had to pull
the car over.
"I was happily married, and
I lost him. In a way, I'm going
to have to face death for the
first time. I haven't seen a
body. I haven't seen a casket. I
haven't had a funeral for him."
"The peace talks are getting
on my nerves. It's such a

grind. If the cease-fire doesn't
come soon, there are going to
be a lot of nervous breakdowns
among some of the wives.
We've just had it."
Lt. Cmdr. Alexander J. Palenscar III was shot down in
March 1967 in his A4 Skyhawk
attack plane 90 miles out at
sea.
Navy planes were there in 10
minutes but found no trace of
him. They searched two and
one-half days.
His petite, dark-haired wife
thinks he is dead.
"I feel most MIA wives are
reaching for great gobs of
hope. Our part in the war is finally coming to an end. We're
coming to terms with finality,"
said Leslie Palenscar.
"We won't have anything like
the activity that POW wives
will have. They'll have emotional problems, but they'll
have something ... while we
sit here in the backwash of the
war."
Fence of glass
NEW YORK IUP11 — Eric
Sundberg, of Lake Brantley,
Fla.. has developed a system of
his own for recycling used glass
bottles.
For 26 sears Sundberg
carted empty beer and whiskey
bottles home from taverns
%%here he tended bar in
Orlando, Fla., says the Glass
Container
Manufacturers
Institute. He laid them on their
sides in a concrete base,
stacked them row on row, and
built a high fence along one
side of his property. The fence,
.350 feet long, contains 35,000
multicolored bottles.

NOW OPEN—
Williams Repair

NEWS IS HOW YOU FIND IT — Pigeon-feeder Jesse Broyles finds reading an item
in the newspaper at Raleigh, N C., a matter of concentration. Broyles sells peanuts near
the state capitol entrance and is a marked man
wiiiittaa was Viaielgiantibilawasal* via vztaimplialtiii
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MiniWilla MR CA la TA

Highway 641 - South of Midway
* COMPLETE REPAIR & SERVICE *
Tractors - Trucks - Autos
Welding and Cutting •Boat Cleanup and Repair
Bus. 753-0253
Res. 492-8581

House
learn I
By BENJAMIN SHOP.
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The b
nial scramble has be
among just-elected new
gressmen to win co
assignments which they
will enhance their poli
careers or give them a
to pursue special inter
In most cases, it is a v
process of power-tro
and common sense that d
mines whether a fr
representative will end
a major conunittee or
acute one.
When
Rep.
Sh
Chisholm, the outs
Negro Democrat from
lyn, arrived in Washing
January, 1969, she
her disgust that her
leaders had assigned
the Agriculture Co
Ignoring the advice
"don't-rock-the-boat'
leagues, Rep. Chisho
a public uproar' abo
quaint customs of the
She shamed the
leaders into reassi
a more appropriate
tee, Education and
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WORKING PARTS
separates working together any nurnd ber of ways to keep you ahead of it all, Monday morning to
• Sunday night. All clouoleknit Dacron' polyester/wool, tailored
II to translate the current haoerclashery importance with a
manor-born air. Solid components in black or camel, graph
checks and plaidchecks in blackwhite or camel/white. Shirt
g
- and blouses of creamy interlock-knit polyester in black,
camel. white. Sizes 8 to 18'

g

'QUALITY IS OUR MOST
IMPORTANT PRODUCT
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE.

A Left
$32.00
Shapely superpocketed long-torso vest
$26.00
Plaidchecked pullon flarepants
wing-cuffed
$24.00
Yoked,
shirt
B Lower Center
s32.00
Rib bordered graphchecked vest
$22.00
Box-Pleated. Smoothly hip-yoked skirt
$22.00
Ribbed button-cuffed turtletop
C Upper Center
$48.00
Solidly margined graphchecked blazer
$32.00
Cutleo pullon flarepants
Ribbed top with shirt-simulating coliar,
long sleeves This, 8 to 16'
• $32.00
, D Lower Right
$44.00
a Fitted classic blazer, mail-pouch pocketed
$26.00
g Cuffed graphchecked pullon pants
..
Sleeveless ribbed turtleshell
,,,,,, ,
al
.
$26.00
it
igiuglimignsiamummi
vs Vli;/04 COI eta VA V1153104
essienwesitealsie masa,
*insieeeke
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1:1411)A1
South Side Square
Mayfield
247-1638 or 247-1655
Vialialalaleillia Malin vismaisot TORSla

Noi1116711411111161101
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House freshmen
learn hard way
By BENJAMIN SHORE
Copley News Service
WASHINGTON — The biennial scramble has begun
among just-elected new congressmen to win committee
assignments which they think
will enhance their political
careers or give them a chance
to pursue special interests.
In most cases, it is a vague
process of power-brokering
and common sense that determines whether a freshman
representative will end up on
a major committee or an obscure one.
When
Rep.
Shirley
Chisholm, the outspoken
Negro Democrat from Brooklyn, arrived in Washington in
January, 1969, she found to
her disgust that her party's
leaders had assigned her to
the Agriculture Committee.
Ignoring the advice of her
"don't-rock-the-boat" colleagues, Rep. Chisholm made
a public uproar about the
quaint customs of the House.
She shamed the Democratic
leaders into reassigning her to
a more appropriate committee, Education tind Labor.
However, most freshmen
suffer in silence as the leaders
of both parties decide at the
start of each new Congress on
which of the 21 standing committees the newcomers will
ye.
Because obtaining the
nship of a subcomttee years later is consided a worthy goal, few conessrneri will ask to change
eir committee assignments
ce they begin their House
reers. To move would result
the loss of seniority on that
rnmittee.
The 42 new Republicans and
e 27 new Democrats have
writing letters to each
rty's committee assignchiefs outlining their
•ttee choices and their
cations for serving on
any of the just-elected
also have been writto their friends in the
especially those from
own states, seeking
help in getting the asnts they want.
IUP11 — A
panese government study on
L ure showed that only about
e-fifth of all wage earners in
span took their paid ‘acations
1971.

STORING IT
MAKES WASTE!
SELLING IT
MAKES CASH!

Place Your
Classified -Ad
Now
753-1916

A new congressnan who
has spent his life farming
would likely want to serve on
the Agriculture Committee.
It's what he knows best, and
it's probably the dominant
concern back home.
A lawyer might want to
serve on the Judiciary Committee, while a banker might
be interested in Banking and
Currency.
Here's how the Democrats
do it:
The Democratic members
of the House Ways and Means
Committee also function as
their party's committee on
committees, making assignment to Ways and Means
doubly powerful.
Committee Chairman Wilbur Mills of Arkansas also
heads the Assignment Committee, and he has heard frorn
almost all the 27 incoming
Democratic congressrnen.
Shortly before the 93rd Congress convenes Jan. 3, Mills
will meet with Rep. Gerald
Ford, the Republican leader
who also heads the GOP's Selection Committee. They will
decide the ratio of Democrats
to Republicans in the new
Congress, and this will determine the maximum party
ratio on each committee.
Since the Republicans
gained 13 seats, that will
mean the number of Demo• ts on each canunittee will
drop slightly and the number
of Republicans on that same
committee will rise.
This, plus changes in committees' memberships caused
by retirement, defeat or
death, determines where and
how many vacancies will occur on the committees.
The Republicans create a
"committee on committees"
by taking one Republican
from each state's congressional delegation. That will
mean 41 members for the 93rd
Congress as nine states have
no Republican representative.
Each state's Republican
delegatim selects its representative for the committee
on committees, and itusually
is the senior member of the
delegation.
The committee then selects
a 15-man executive committee which does the hard work
of making the selections,
which are presented to the full
committee for approval.
When the Democrats and
the Republicans have decided
on assignments, they are presented to their entire party
caucuses for what is normally
routine approval.

LEXINGTON,Ky.—The state
Department of Corrections
recently graduated 19 of its
probation and parole officers
from a new training program
which
Corrections Commissioner Charles J. Holmes
hopes to offer to all new
correctional officers.
The program consists of two
one-week sessions, the first an
orientation to the Corrections
Department and the .second
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from the temptation to be dishonest," said a security manager.
"We want to keep people
honest," added a store official. Even when a shoplifter is
apprehended and the item is
recovered, a store cannot put
it back in stock until the case
goes to court.
"But by then the item's not
in season any more," said a
department manager. "So we
still take a loss."
More stores are relying on
human rather than electronic
eyes. Sales personnel are
trained to watch for suspicious looking shoppers. Some
shopping centers are on an
alert system whereby one
store can warn another that a
suspect is working the area.
No one shops alone anymore. Someone is always
watching from the moment a
shopper enters a store.
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Regular Value
WITH ACCESSORIES

Tts• ECLIPSE • CSIMW
You hear beautifully balanced bass and treble, dispersed in a complete 360° circle 100 watt peak power output solid-state amplifier
Stereo Precision record changer with Micro-Touch. 2G tone arm
Cue control Stereo headphone lack Grained Walnut color

Regular Value
WITH ACCESSORIES
440
"

Officers Getting Training

HIGHER EARNINGS

uare

By SUSAN SWARTZ
Copley News Service
One well-dressed matron
picked up an $11 item from a
store and walked out. Detoured by the store's security
officer, she offered to pay the
$11, sweetened with a $100
bonus if the officer would forget the whole thing.
When that didn't work she
tried the same $100 bribe on
the arresting officer.
in almost every case the
amateur shoplifter has funds
on him or sufficient credit to
cover the amount of an item,"
said the security manager for
a large department store
chain.
"They all offer to pay," said
a store manager. '"They always have money on them.
Some even have a credit card
for the store in their purse."
So why lift the shop?
"Very seldom does the
amateur shoplift out of necessity," observed a store owner.
"They want something for
nothing and they think they
can get away with it."
Of course, once apprehended the shoplifter can
come up with other reasons.
The prices are too high.
Service is bad. One woman
claimed she walked out without paying when she couldn't
find a clerk to wait on her. Another took a sweater because
she didn't like the colors
available and she wanted to
punish the store.
Another told a store manager she was a good customer
and didn't think the store
would miss one small item.
After all, she said, she had
spent a lot of money there in
the past.
"We've had people admit
that they did it just because
they thought they could get
away with it. Shoplifting is a
kick. They think it's sharp, especially the kids, until they're
caught," said one department
store official.
"Most amateur shoplifters
— the professionals are the
ones who make it their vocation — are not really criminals," said one security officer. "They are overwhelmed
by the temptation to take
something for nothing."
In order to accomplish this,
the amateur has to have two
things going for him, according to the officer. He must
have the opportunity to take
an item and he must have the
assurance that he can succeed.
To cut down on the chances
for success, many stores have
switched their security emphasis from detection and arrest to prevention.
"We do all we can to prevent,discourage, deter people

_

GHOPLIFVERS WILL BE ARREgTED
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Slate Probation And Parole

MOVE TO

EARN
UP TO

Stores try to keep
people honest
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SALE PRICE
WITH ACCESSORIES

covering specific skills and
practical experience.
The officers are being trained
at Blackburn Correctional
Facility in Lexington where
they can be housed in dormitories during the sessions.
"During the two weeks we
cover the complete criminal
justice system," said Jerry
Wilson, training director. "We
get experts from every facet of
corrections to speak to the men.
We want them to get the best
advice
information
and
available while they are here "Until now there had been no
organized, central training
program for correctional officers," Holmes explained.
"The men were carrying out
their jobs to the best of their
ability, but we felt more could
be done."
Various speakers addressed
the trainees, including Holmes
who visited Blackburn several
times during the session.
With the first group of officers
having completed the course,
Holmes now hopes to continpe
the program, offering training
to each new correctional officer.
Many of the men , who have
completed the training course
feel it is beneficial and should
be continued.
"I think one of the most
rewarding aspects of the
program is getting to talk with
officers from other parts of the
state," said one graduate from
Western Kentucky. "You can
discuss mutual problems and
find what's been successful for
someone else." .
"I think this indicates that
Kentucky's Corrections
Department really is headed in
a new direction," said another
graduate officer.

The SEBRING • 0567W
100 Watt peak power output solid -slate amplifier FM/AM/Stereo
FM tuner Stereo Precision record changer with Micro-Touch" 26
tone arm Cue lever Wood grained Walnut color cabinet Available
with Choice of speaker systems The Allegro Model 09013W or
Model 09011W

F2113 — Custom stereo Stand
in elegant wood grained Walnut
color.

•

F2074 — Five Record Collector
Albums with 50 selections featuring top vocal and instrumental artists

These Zenith Quality Access'ories
included in all Sale Prices.

0762W — 2/4 channel Stereo
B-Track Tape Player -lets you
enioy both 2-channel and 4.
channel tapes

639-20 - Deluxe Stereo Headphones let you enfoy your favorite music privately

The METROPOLITAN • C590W
Hear sound all around yOu as though you we,e at a live perform
anCe FM/AM/Stereo FM radio Stereo Precision record changer
with Micro-Touch' 2G tone arm Cue control Stereo headphone
lack Grained Walnut color

Tucker TV Sales it Service
_
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GE ELEVEN

German
designer

Call

753-191!

LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL- Yessir, folks, the adventures of little boys are
the same the world over.
And in Clearwater, Fla , adventure came in the form of a piece of outsized pipe lying
horizontal on the ground. Two
youngsters crawled in to explore, and an imaginative photographer came along to record
the scene
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HAPPENED
AT T/4E OPPICE
TODAY

IF YOU can't find anything to NEW THREE bedroom brick
give yoUr family for Christmas, apartment, carpet, central heat
why not try giving cablevision? and air, range, disposal, washer
Rest assured it will be very much and dryer hook up, large lot.
TFC
appreciated. Sign up before $150.00. Phone 753-7550.
December 22 and receive your
installation for only 99 cents. Call EFFICIENT? ROOM for girls.
Murray Cablevision at 753-6005 Private entrance, carpet, central
today.
D22C heat,and air. Phone 753D12C
2377.
10 STATIC free FM stereo radio
stations that can be found by FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
installing an FM outlet to your living room, kitchen, bathroom
existing cablevision installation. with shower and bath. One or two
Call Murray Cablevision, 753- bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartDI4C ments, South 16th Street, 7535005.
Decemberl4C
6609.

THE PHANTOM

_11 i
BEATLE BAILEY
AAVE TO GET
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FOR RENT
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ILL BE BROKE WHEN
I BUY ALL THESE
GIFTS ON MY
CHRISTMAS LIST
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Cheer
Ordinance
Citrus fruit
Female sheep
Province in
India
17 Title of respect
19 Arrow poison
21 Chinese mile
22 antlered

:alma;

25 aNilersc
'p
;
(mu
nit )
27 Unit of weight
in India
31 Seed container
in pa
32 Runs
3
345
36
37
38
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• I THESE SALCIMEYBURGEP6
IS AS TASTY AS THAT LYL
,MACK.1.
I
CRITTER I-IERSFLF PROISLY
WOULD DE.-

Modern Office Space-524
sq. ft.-first floor, central
heating, air, utilities
furnished, perking space.
If interested contact
Western Dark
Fired
Tobacco Growers
Association, Tobacco,
Building, 206-208 Maple
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
7134341-3342.

Turn
Castoffs
Into
Cash

Rent
Your
Apartment

Ai-FLL THANK ll0"*TO KEEP
YORE. OPINIONS TO YORE'
SELF!! SHE GOT AS MUCH
FEELIN'S AS TN'NEXT
PERSON !!
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Reverence
Pronoun
Irish dance
Locations
Period of time

Seasoning
Carried

24 Paid notice
CDerityypairin The
2
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92 C
Netherlands
28 Hypothetical
force
30 Showy

33 American
essayist
Pronoun
O French corn 35 Intelligence
Distress signal 39 French article
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Make merry
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43 Before
4
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Compass
point
47 Woody plant
Stick
493
5 P on as
Clothes
57 Simian
58 Pick out
60 Devoured
Obstruct
62
1 S
noisily
63 Prohibit

Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
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FOR SALE

ZUKI, 1971 trail
otorcycle trailer. Pt
14 after 3:30 p.m. or so
Donna's Grocery, Hi
st.

For Christ

BABYS CAR bed45.00, infant set
and rocker, infant clothing sizes
2-9 Mo. Baby Swing. $5.00. DI4C

1962 10x52 Liberty Mobile Home,
All electric. Extra nice. Call 4742789.
TFC

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ONE ACRE lot, 7 miles from
town at Harris Grove. Has water,
septic tank and light pole. Phone
435-5715.
FOUR BEDROOM ranch style
house, $16,000.00. Phone Robert
N. Butler, 753-8590.
D19P

163 ACRES near Kiricsey, gravel
pit, timber, tobacco barn, stock
barn, rental house, pasture, and
3 BEDROOM brick house. Newly crop land, dark fire tobacco, corn
decorated. Utility and storage base, only $26,000, call owner,
space. $125.00 per month. Phone Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC
DISC
436-5580.
APARTMENTS FOR 3 or 4
College boys at 711 Chestnut.
Phone 753-6546.
D14C

FOR SALE

FURNISHED APARTMENT,
living room, bedroom, bath and
kitchen. Private entrance and
drive. Utilities paid. Phone 753.5619.
D14P

Apartment House

IN MEMORY

Crossword Puzzle
9
12
13
14
15

10 GALLON and 5 gallon
aquarium, with stand. Fully
equipped. Phone 753-8260. D18C

CABLEVISION INSTALLATION
for only 99 cents. What an outstanding Christmas gift for your
family. Call Murray Cablevision
at 753-5005 before Dec. 22 and
MODERN TWO bedroom house, take advantage of this exciting
D22C
large living room, kitchen-dining offer.
space with plenty cabinets, outlet
PROBLEM?
for washer-dryer, central oil SLEEPING
heat, larger closets, double Restless? Get Snoozer Tablets for
garage with workshop and large a safe night's sleep. Only 98 cents
utility building. Located near Holland Drug Store, 109 South
D130,
Kirksey on blacktop, 10 minutes 4th.
from Murray. Available now.
$65.00 per month to right family.
Call 489-2405.
DI4C MAKE beaten down carpet nap
at doorways bright and fluffy
FIVE ROOM house, newly again with Blue Lustre. Big K,
decorated and carpeted. Also two Belaire Shopping Center. D16C
2-bedroom trailers and one three
bedroom trailer. All near college.
Phone 753-2748.
D12C 1971 YAMAHA 90 Enduro. Phone
753-8809.
DI3C
DUPLEX, TWO bedrooms,
furnished, electric heat. Also 12' ONE 8 and 4 track solid state,
x 55' house trailer, electric heat, stereophonic tape player with 2
2,2 miles from city limits. Phone speakers. $50.00. Phone 4742361.
D13C
753-5998.
D16C

Sell
Household
Goods

North Carolina's flue-cured
tobacco crop this year will be
the smallest in 56 years. say
farm experts.

ACROSS

SET OF World Book Encyclopedia, 3 years old. Comyearbooks.
plete with all
Like new. Phone 753-5401. DI4C

THREE BEDROOM house, plus
garage apartment for 2 college
students. Both available now.
Phone 753-3040 or 762-2701. D12C

NEW YORK (UPI'- The
shine on a lot of fruit and
vegetables you buy is edible
wax or oil coating applied by
shippers to inhibit decay,
reduce shrinkage and prevent
chafing during the long haul to
market.
The Western Growers Assn.
says the coatings also are
ceametic-intended to make the
produce prettier. The trade
group adds that carnauba or
paraffin waxes or mineral oils
are applied to replace natural
protective oils removed when
produce is washed before
packing. Carnauba is a
vegetable wax made from the
Brazilian palm tree.
Treated produce includes
apples, citrus fruits, cantaloupes, peaches, tomatoes,
cucumbers, green peppers, eggplants. rutabaga's. sweet
potatoes and some other
potatoes.
Coatings can be removed by
peeling or washing. In the latter
case, soak the produce two or
three minutes in warm dishwashing detergent suds, wipe
with sponge or towel, rinse and
wipe again.
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FOR SALE

LOST & FOUND

All about
fruitshine

71-4E vvorlzsr THING

OH,SOY,
AM
EVER
WHIPPED
THiS
EVENING

By ALYCE McLAUGHLIN
United Press International
Fashion elegance, it seems
will no longer be synonymous
onlv with the pacesetters of
Italy and France, now that
Germany's most sought after
fashion designer, Uli Richter,
has unveiled his fabulous
collection of originals.
Richter, Germany's must
successful designer. enjoys an
international reputation on a
liar vs ith the best of Europe.
His casually elegant and
%Qui/qui spring and summer
fashions were previewed at the
Beverly Wilshire Hotel and
Lufthansa
sponsored by
German Airlines.
His fashions pulsate with a
vibrance brought -about only
when grace. elegance, and style
are combined with an array of
paradise prints, polka dots.
plaids. stripes, abstracts and
bright flowers strewn over wide
bands of silk.
Richter makes his creations
one fluid motion after another.
His designs have soft, swinging
lines, while long skirts have
playful pleats with backless
tops. The batwing sleeve is
featured while jackets are often
bell shaped, as well as back
flared coats with fitted fronts.
He emphasizes color in his
fashions, going from warm
gleaming pinks. vivid jades.
Spanish greens, and electric
blues, to natural tones of camel
and caramel to complement the
warm brown tones of summer
tans.
The highlight of his
collection, though, is his tribute
to the American Wild West,
where jeans are used in a
playful mixture of western
plaids in cotton and wool voile,
carrying such names as "Annie
Get Your Gun- and "The Girl
From Tex1118...
(ill Richter does about 400
creations a year, all complete
with their own accessories, also
designed by him.
The House of Uli Richter is
the pinnacle of fashion in
Germany,and is well on its way
to becoming the "in way for
American women to look.

By Owner

5 Apts. Completely
Furnished
•Good Income
•Permanent Renters
•Priced Reasonable
for Quick Sale
Phone 753-1257

IN MEMORY of Bobby Joe
C,ausey. who died December 13th,
1971. I cannot say, and I will not
say that he is dead-he's just
away!
With a cheity smile and a wave
of the hand he has wondered into
an unknown land, and he left us
dreaming, how very fair, Its BY OWNER: Two bedroom
needs must be, since he lingers frame with utility. Stove and
there.
refrigerator included. Good
And y(fu, oh you of the wildest location. Phone
753-3=1 after
yearn for the all time step and the 5:00 p.m.
DI4C
glad return, think of his faring on
as dear.
BY OWNER; four bedroom
In the love there, as the love ,home, with large den, large
here: Think of him still as a saint, private patio, large utility room,
I say he's not not dead-he's just maple cabinets, dishwasher,
away!
garbage disposal. Close to Carter
Sadly missed by Mom, Dad, and Middle Schools. Priced to
Sister and Brothers
ITC sell. Bank loan available to right
person: ftione 753-1#22 days, or
753-6342 nights.
TFC
WANT TO BUY
BY OWNER: Three bedroom
WANT TO BUY old furniture, brick home,
two baths, livingattic junk. or anything of value. dining room
combination, kitPhone 436-2135.
December28C chen
-family room combination,
central heat and air, carpeted,
kitchen appliances, stainless
steel sink mid food disposal,
Drapes, patio with privacy
BOUGHT WEEKLY
screen chain link fence in back
Monday through Friday at
yard with trees and shrubs. On
my home on Highway 641, 3
corner lot. Phone 753-9439. D13NC
miles south of Murray.
BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER building, Sharp Street, near ciiy
park, shopping center, city
Phone 753-3375
school, hospital, university.
Phone 606-549-2494.
TFC
WANT TO BUY timothy and
FOR RENT
clover hay or any good quality
mixed hay. Phone 753-5167 or 489- TWO BEDROOM trailer, air
conditioned. One mile from
2189.
D12C
Murray. $85.00 per month.
Garbage pick up and water
furnished. Phone Cadiz 522LOST & FOUND
6332.
1)22C
MEN'S GLASSES found in Roses ONE BEDROOM efficiency
parking lot. Call 753-7807. 1_Tc apartment, furnished. Available
•
January 1. Phone 753-6564. TFC

Give a Gift
That Lives
Choose from t
. fish, Gerbils,
pigs, Parakeets,
turtles.

FISH NE
Corner of 4th
'TIQUE EDISON
onograph, in g
dition. A few cyl
luded. Phone 753-94
FIBERGLASS ho
P. Johnson motor
iler. Phone 753-9813
SPECIAL BREA
Country ham, 2 e
potatoes, red eye
hot biscuits. 99 cc
or Go 753-4953.
OB1LE HOME,
rooms, air con
rpenned, older m
lean. Located
railer Court. Phon
34.
1 PET SHOP. S
nks, supplies, fis
y Poodle puppies
hone 753-1862 or 7
57.
FOR SA
Pro-model ba
boat with 65 H.
motor, all 19r
Trolling motor
Phone 753-2386,
-10500'TRAILER,
one 753-3297
BIRD DOGS - GE
.7hunter a beautiful
for Christmas.
after 6:00p.m.
The SILENT

SEARS 8E5
NON-BELT

Sof of 4 tins starts
plus 51.61 F.E.T.
4-PLY CRUSADER

Southside Sh

ALUMINUM
Ladder, total len
3623.
COMPLY WIT
slow moving
Flags for sale
supply. Phone 7
COLLIE PUPP
Beagle puppies.
now. Hold till
make nice pets.
1348.

Alumin

The Led
103 N
Mu
Phone
CREOSOTE
treated lum
logs for doe
Lumber Co
Street.
BEI.TONE
hearing aid
hearing aids.
ELECT RI
cookstove.
Phone 753-45
GERMAN
Pointer, In
setter, phon
evening.
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Call
753-1916

sell It With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

••••••

FOR SALE
Book Ens old. Cornyearbooks.
. D14C
d 5 gallon
stand. Fully
D18C
.00, infant set
clothing sizes
. $5.00. D14C

Mobile Homes
nice. Call 474TFC
STALLATION
What an outgift for your
ray Cablevision
e Dec. 22 and
of this exciting
D22C
PROBLEM?
oozer Tablets for
p. Only 98 cents
tore, 109 South
D13C

own carpet nap
right and fluffy
Lustre. Big
g Center. D16C

Enduro, Phone
D13C
track solid state,
pe player with 2
. Phone 474D13C
ATE FOR SALE
lot, 7 miles from
Grove. Has water,
d light pole. Phone
0121'
OOM ranch style
.00. Phone Robert
90.
D19P
ar Kirksey, graven

tobacco barn, stock
house, pasture, and
k fire tobacco, corn
$26,000, call owner,
-7132 or 247-1285 TF'r

R SALE
y Owner

ent House
Cornpletely
urnished
Income
rmanent Renters
ced Reasonable
or Quick Sale
753-1257
ER: Two bedroom
th utility. Stove and
tor included. Good
Phone 753-3221 after
D14C
'ER; four bedroom
ith large den, large
tio, large utility room,
abinets, dishwasher,
isposal. Close to Carter
le Schools. Priced to
loan available to right
-hone 753-1522 days, or
ights.
TFC
ER • Three bedroom
me, two baths, livingoom combination, kitlily room combination,
heat and air, carpeted,
appliances, stainless
nk and food disposal,
, patio with privacy
-hain link fence in back
ith trees and shrubs. On
ot. Phone 753-9439. D13NC
1FUL LOT for immediate
, Sharp Street, near cis),
shopping center, city
, hospital, university.
9-2494.
TFC
FOR RENT

BEDROOM trailer, air
ioned. One mile from
y. $85.00 per month.
ge pick up and water
led. Phone Cadiz 522022C

BEDROOM efficien0
nerd, furnished. Available
ary 1. Phone 753-064. TFC

FOR SALE

ZUKI, 1971 trail bike and
torcycle trailer. Phone 75314 after 3:30 p.m. or see at Don
Donna's Grocery, Highway 94
st.
DISC

For Christmas
Give a Gift
That Lives

-

Choose from tropical
. fish, Gerbils. Guinea
pigs, Parakeets, mice,
turtles.

FISH NET
Corner of 4th & Elm
TIQUE EDISON cylinder
nograph, in good playing
ndition. A few cylinders also
luded. Phone 753-9458. D14C
' FIBERGLASS boat with 40
P. Johnson motor and good
iler. Phone 753-9813.
D14C

SPECIAL BREAKFAST
Country ham, 2 eggs, fried
potatoes, red eye gravy &
hot biscuits. 99 cents. Here
or Go 753-4953.
AIL INN
OBILE HOME, 10'x47', two
rooms, air conditioned, unerpenned,older model, but very
lean. Located Shady Oaks
railer Court. Phone 75334.
D14C
1 PET SHOP. Specials on fish
nks, supplies, fish and birds,
y Poodle puppies and Cockers.
hone 753-1862 or 75357.
December23C
FOR SALE
Pro-model bass fishing
boat with 65 H.P Mercury
motor, all 1972 models.
Trolling motor and trailer.
Phone 753-2386.

FOR SALE

If You

MAYORS
OFFICE

Paper Carrier
First

The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a tract of
standing,selectively marked hardwood timber containing an
estimated 800,000 board feet. The timber is located in Land
Between the Lakes in Stewart County, Tennessee, approximately six miles north and four miles west of the intersection of U.S. Highway 79 and Tennessee Highway 49.
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest Management
Section, Land Between the Lakes, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky, until 10 a.m., Central
Standard Time, December 21. 1972.
the aforementioned
Parties interested in inspecting
timber should contact the above office. Office hours are 7:00
a.m. to 3:45 p.m., Monday through Friday. Bid forms and
detailed information may be obtained from the forester in
charge, Land Between the Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky,
telephone number 502-924-5602.

If No Results:
Phone

25 year guarantee on all new sewing machines. No down
payment and easy monthly terms on any item in our store.

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

YOU PAY NOTHING UNTIL NEXT YEAR.
Drive a little and save a lot because you'll get the best for
less at .

DISCOUNT SEWING & STEREO CENTER

/

V

753-7278

Ph. 492-8812
off

We Deliver And Service Anything We Sell

12.12. Ts7 IR.6
9, '
ey t....
P.'d

SPECIAL FOR Christmas! AKC TWO SLEDS and one tobaggon.
registered toy Poodle puppies, 8 Must sell. Like new. Phone 767D13P
weeks old, $45.00 to $55.00. Phone 2457.
7534469 after 6:00 p.iii.
DISC
10 SPEED Schwinn Varsity,
KODAK 35nun No. 75 automatic excellent shape. Beautiful
electric eye control camera, F2.8 Christmas present. All Schwinn's
fast lens, with carrying case and safety features, lock included.
D13C
flash attachment. Excellent Phone 753-6621.
condition. Also standard Smith
corona typewriter, in goo HANDMADE QUILTS, new,
operating condition. Phone 7
quilted this year. Phone 753,
5924 or 753-1681.
DiSC 8344.
DISC

Ail
1972 Model Mobile Homes
going at Cost1973 Models at "Rock Bottom"
at

NA TIMBER
FOR SALE

Please Phone
Your

Morse automatic sewing machines & Halmark sewing
machine cabinets.

SALE SALE

N-0-T-I-C-E

Miss Your Paper

- SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES on Famous Morse and Electrophonic Console and
Component Stereo Sets

Holiday Specials

rs

Arturo

"IT CAN'T BE THE FEDERAL REVENUE.
CHECK HAS ARRIVES?. MAYBE IT'S JUST
THE TH0U6HT OF IT."
SERVICES OFFERED

BOOK YOUR CHRISTMAS
PARTIES with us nowMany good dates to choose
front-U.S. 641 South 7534-53
Triangle Inn

SERVICES OFFERED
HELP WANTED

CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS
* SPECIAL!! *
Giant

Wednesday-Thursday-Friday

Coke or Pepsi Reg. 25.5
TRIANGLE INN
U.S. 641 at Sycamore
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
Installation or rework. No job too
big or too small. Call for estimate
436-2159, Jim.
January4P

Phone 753-4953
YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service.
We clean septic tanks, grease
traps, all kinds of waste
disposals. Phone Mayfield 247December21C
7048.

*WALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
753-6091
307 N. 4th
RADIO, TELEVISION,
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES & SERVICE
SPECIALIZING IN Ca & CAR
RADIO REPAIR

NO Bikini sandwiches at the
Triangle All 11 sandwicheS On Our
menu are well dressed, this in
eludes our grilled cheese &
hamburger
as well as the
. Cosmopolitian Slim Jim
"

MALE or FEMALE; positions
open for full time day, full time
night. Must be neat clean and 18.
Apply in person 2:00-5:00 p.m.
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday to Mr. Dailey at Burger
Chef.
D20C

LOOK

TRIANGLE INN

Don't Forget
Your Pet at
Christmas!
Gift Suggestions

FISH NET

Do Like'The, .
Big Boys Do'
GO

AMPEG AMP
(Like The Rolling Stone,

Great
sound

with a

Sears

Land Surveyor

Papering
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

CALL

Shop at Home

25'

Just Arrived!

CREOSOTED POLES and penta
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
logs for dock flotation. Murray
Lumber Company, 104 Maple
Street.
D13C
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. D13C
ELECTRIC ENTERPRIZE
cookstove, Real reasonable.
Phone753-4597.
D14C
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED
Pointer, Irish setter, Llewelyn
setter, phone 753-7585
evening.
DI8C

CHECK WITH US FOR THOSE SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS GIFTS!!

Dunn's TV, Furniture
and Appliance
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

Phone 753-3037

Montgomery Ward
1203 Chestnut
Sate, Wednesday only
10 percent oft all Returned
Goods
Open till 7.00 p.m

CHUCK'S
Music center
1411 Main

Your Choice
Our Speed Feedin' Cafeteria Line Feeds You
Fine In A Lot Less Time or If you want to dine
& dine at complete ease, sit right down and
order from our menus please. (breakfast or
dinner).

TRIANGLE INN

U.S. 641 at Sycamore

Phone 753-4953

Christmas
Shopping
for that Special Man?

Shop

The College Shop
for Clothing, Shoes, etc.
Plus Many, Many Gift Items

Bill Houghton

3 TABLES IN 1

* Bumper Pool Table
* Card Table
* Dining Table
- Ideal for Trailers We Also Have In Stock
v SLATE BED REGULATION
POOL TABLES

Lifetime
Guarantee

only, at

2!3040

A Perfect Christmas Gift . . .
‘1113 Y VAC,
/
A SHAG
'04,
RUG SPECIALIST

THE RED Geranium Christmas
botique, located 2 miles West of
Barkley Lodge on Hwy.68 will be
open from 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
daily for those who wish to give
the most discriminating of giftD22NC

NEEDED ONE salesman to work
Dog or cat Baskets
Murray area. Company car
Dog sweaters, collars
furnished for business and
bones, toys
pleasure. Group hospital and life
insurance, retirement paid 100
Corner of 4th & Elm
per cent by company. $8,000 to
512,000 first year potential. Must
have previous sales experience
or sales aptitudeInterviews will GIVE A Wig for Christmas.
Only
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or 4 left. All Brunette $25. each. Call
on Saturday if necessary. Call 753-0961.
014?
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
for appointment.
TFC

WILL BABY-SIT for infant in my
brae,days. Phone 753-8531 DISC SALESMAN TO travel western
Kentucky and western TenO'x40' TRAILER,two bedrooms.
HAULING DONE; including nessee, calling on farm stores,
, one 753-3297.
DISC
garbage in county. Lowest selling livestock supplies for
prices. Also newspapers from leading distributor. Earnings
LED DOGS - Give that young
"Unbelievable-but true "- A New 1973 Model 12 Wide 2
residences hauled free, if bun- should average $12,000 to $15,000
unter a beautiful pointer puppy
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank died. Phone 753-7450.
bedroom - Only $2995.00.
D20C per year. Car furnished and
or Christmas. Phone 753-5233
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
expenses paid by company.
INCLUDES
WHICH
QUALITY
THESE
FEATURES:
6:00 p.m.
015P
Applicants must have selling
SEPTIC
cleaning,
TANK
back
*all copper wire *total electric *wall to wall carpet *full
experience in this or related
SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
work.
hoe
Phone
Rex
Camp
/
1 4 inch paneling *double insulation *completely furnished
The SILENT' GUARD II
AND
753-5933.
TFC fields. Send resume to P.O. Box
*Very small down payment
COMPOSITION
ROOFING
3097, Knoxville,Tenn. 39717. D14C
SEARS BEST 4-PLY
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
*if you are paying as much as $50.00 per month rent, we
ICOOPER CONSTRUCTION CO
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and WANTED AT once,
NON-BELTED TIRE
will put you in this house less than rent, including intebank
Building and remodeling.
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or manager. Experienced
rest. insurance and taxes.
with
Phone 354-6567
753-7625 nights.
TFC complete banking service. Near
pt... 13 50
set up free *full warranty
delivery
and
t.
Paducah, Ky. Salary $10,000 per
AUTOS FOR SALE
*dependable service *largest selection anywhere *lake cotBULLDOZER WORK, trucking, year plus benefits. Jobs
Set of 4 tints starts os low os 540.60
tages to big double wides *shop with us for 'Sour home"
1966 RAMBLER American also bank gravel, fill dirt and Unlimited Employment Agency,
plos $1.61 F.E.T. per fire for StItart
you 11 be glad you did.
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13
Station
Wagon. 6 cylinder. topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, 1627 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.,
-You lust can't get a better deal anywhere
automatic. Good condition. Call or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC 442-8161.
DISC
Open till 7 P.M. & Sun. Afternoon
Catalpa Sales 9ffite
after 5 p.m. 753-5889.
1318C
Murray, Y.
FOR THE finest FM stereo
Paris * Waverl * Milan
202-1tc
Southside Shopping Center
reception,
subscribe
to
1967 CHEVROLET custom
Cablevision. 10 static free FM
pickup, 6 cylinder, straight shift,
ALUMINUM
EXTENSION GUTTERS-SEARS
all FINEST IN FM stereo reception.
stations are available for your
Local engineering firm
low mileage. Phone Jerry Mcladder, total length 36 ft. Call 753- aluminum seamless gutters
has opening for qualified
10 static free FM stations are Coy, 492-8837 or after 6:00 p.m. listening pleasure. Call Murray
3623.
1TP installed on your home by our available for
Cablevision 753-5005.
person having experience
D14C
your listening 753-3045.
DISC
factory on wheels. Phone Larry pleasure. For more information
in land surveying field as
COMPLY WITH Federal law on Lyles at 753-2310 for free
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Rodman-Chainman. Phone
call Murray Cablevision 753slow moving vehicles. Fanny estimate.
1966 RAMBLER American two
D14C 5005.
753-8050 or send Resume to
Decemberl4C door, 6 cylinder, straight shift. Control, phone 753-3914, 106 South
Flags for sale at cost. Limited
P.O. Box 422 Murray, Ky
13th Street. "Every day .vou
supply. Phone 753-5602.
Clean, reasonably priced. 753DISC
42071
ielay lets bugs have their
D14P
8537 after 5:30.
way."
TEL
COLLIE PUPPIES, full blooded.
TEXAS REFINERY Corp. offers
Beagle puppies. Pick your puppy
1971 TOYOTA truck with camper.
now. Hold till Christmas. Will
opportunity for high income
Bought December 4, 1971. Exmake nice pets. Phone 753PLUS cash bonuses and concellent condition. Low mileage.
1348
vention trips to mature man in
DISC
Reason for selling, want to buy
Murray area. Regardless of
Jeep. Phone 435-5442.
DI2P
experience, air- mail D. K. Pate,
Pres., Texas Refinery Corp., Box
that adjusts to all carpets by being an upright
1965 RAMBLER
WA6(
711, Fort Worth,Texas
and a hose type cleaner too.
automatic, excellent conditi.
76101.
Dl4P
About Our
7,000 miles on new motor. $500
Phone 767-6295 for FREE Demonstration
Phone 753-7745.
CARPENTER HELP wanted.
D141
Aluminum Sheets
TFC
Phone 753-7955.
VOLKSWAGON-Sound.
FIVE PIGS, Nobel L. Hurt, phone 3 FORMAI-S. Size 12. Call 753- 1971
IF YOU want help deciding on a
D16P 8026.
474-2301.
each
D14C clean, one-owner, Super-Beetle,
FREE
C'hristmas gift for your family
27,000 miles. This is a good car,
Murray Cablevision is at your
ESTIMATE
$1600.00. Gilbertsville 362The Ledger & Times
service. Sign up for Cablevision
4348.
D18P
before December 22 and receive
103 N. 4th Street
your Installation for only 99
cents. Call Murray Cablevision at
Murray, Ky.
753-0961
MUSIC
753-5005 today.
D22C
Phone 753-1916

DINKINS MOBILE HOMES

NOTICE

sepacsocresoociesseoweeseeevee

CHRISTMAS TRUCKLOAD STEREO
& SEWING MACHINE SALE

Hazel, Ky.

NOTICE

NOTICE

1113=1=

•!arias-•rgans
See why more people buy
Wurlitter than any other
Sales Service-Rental
piano
purchase Practice piano and
studios J8.13 Music Center,
Murray, Ky. 153-7515.

Music Lessons
Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
arcordion, drums and band
instruments. J & B Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 753
75.

PIANO TUNING and repair.Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
craftsman Piano Technician
Guild.
D12NC

BOOKKEEPING SERVICE for
small business firms. If you are
competent
of
in
need
bookkeeping yet cannot -Justify
the expense of a full time
bi,okkeeper, contact us for information on how we can serve
you. Francis Smith 489-2414
D13C
except Tuesday.

PEST CONTROL
AVERAGE HOME sprayed foi
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
monthly contract required.
Superior Exterminating
Company. Phone 7537266.
January 1

* Free Gift
Wrapping
* Free
Parking
4,16., ()A,

4*. /
Bank Americard

BANKARERICARD
ot.

Welcome!

CARD OF THANKS
MAKE CHRISTMAS reservations now. Poodle and dog FROM THE Morrison Family:
grooming. Contact Connie Lampe Want to thank each and everyone
DISC who sent flowers. Many thanks
at 753-4551 or 436-2173.
1TP
for the kind words.
PIANO
TUNING-RepairFOR RENT OR LEASE
rebuilding. Prompt expert service. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, TWO BEDROOM house, furMurray, Kentucky. Phone 753- nished. Fireplace and dining
December28C room. Phone 753-1387. ' D13C
8911.

The College Shop
Across from MSU Library
Phone 753-3242
As of Dec. 11 we will be open from
a.m.-8 p.m. until Christmas for your shopping
convenience.
.....)051WInalanntanennalSOMISM.,..

-

. ,..
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City School Bands
Present Concert

THE EFDGEit si times
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sit RHAY, KENTUCKY

Negotiators Open
14th Session Today
In Suburban Villa

Tombigbee Ceremonies Planned Mrs. Bland
Today As Construction Begins
Succumbs

In spite of the cold rain and
sleet, a capacity crowd turned
out for the Christmas concert
GAINESVILLE, Ala.(AP) —
Undersecretary of the Army
given by the three Murray Ceremonies for a project Kenneth E. BeLieu was to be
School bands at the University sought for more than a century the keynote speaker.
School auditorium on Monday were planned today as initial
Initial construction on the waconstruction began on the $465 terway will be for an approach
evening.
Mrs. Logan G.(Ruby) Bland
The Beginner Band started million Tennessee-Tombigbee channel and excavation of a of 1405 Johnson Boulevard,
the concert off with several Waterway.
cutoff canal across a horseshow Murray, died Monday at five
numbers they had learned since
Heavy rains and muddy con- bend in the Tombigbee near p.m. at the Baptist Memorial
ditions forced movement of the Gainesville. A dam will be con- Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. She
September.
Performing second was the ceremonies from Gainesville to structed later at the site under was only 42 years of age.
Middle School Band doing two the gymnasium at Livingston another contract.
The Murray woman was
rock numbers plus several
Ala.) University, about 15
Initial construction will be by stricken ill suddenly at her
miles south.
seasonal arrangements.
Guy H. James Construction Co. home on Saturday. She was
The change spoiled plans for of Oklahoma City, Okla., under given emergency treatment at
The Murray High Concert
Band finished the concert doing Alabama Gov, George C. Wal- an $18,488,867 contract.
the Murray-Calloway Coutnty
a medley of selections by The lace to pull a switch, setting off
The 253-mile waterway will Hospital before being tranCarpenters, El Condor Pasa, a a simulated atomic explosion to link the Tombigbee River at sferred by ambulance to the
rock version of Jolly Old Nick symbolize the beginning of con- Demopilis, Ala., with the Ten- Memphis hospital.
Takes A Rockin' Trip, The struction for the long-sought nessee River near Pickwick
Mrs. Bland was a member of
Twelve Days of Christmas , waterway.
landing, Tenn., adjacent to the the Memorial Baptist Church.
Wallace is chairman of the borders of Tennessee, Alabama She was born August 19, 1930, in
carol of the Drum, and 0 Holy
Tennessee-Tombigbee Water- and Mississippi. The waterway Calloway County. She and her
Night.
Scott Willis did a narration of way Development Authority, is to extend mainly through husband, who survives, were
"The Night Before Christmas" formed by a compact of Ala- northeast Mississippi.
married in March of 1947.
which was a special delight to bama, Mississippi, Tennessee,
This would enable barge trafSurvivors
include
her
Kentucky and Florida to seek fic to proceed from the heart of husband; her parents, Mr. and
the crowd.
"It is a wonderful feeling to congressional funds for the the Midwest to the South- Mrs, Wyley Pittman of
project.
know we have so
eastern Gulf of Mexico at Mo- Highland Park, Mich.; one
many
Goys. Bill Waller of Mis- bile, Ala., over about 10,000 daughter, Mrs. Gary (Patricia)
talented young people in our
gand program and also to have sissippi, Wendell Ford of Ken- miles of river systems, in- Ballard, Sycamore Street,
in our city school system, the tucky and Winfield Dunn of cluding the Tombigbee, Ten- Murray; one son, James Bland,
two fine band directors, Joe Tennessee were also expected nessee, Cumberland, Ohio, Mis- Coach Estates, Murray; one
Sills and Buddy Light." Mrs. to attend the ceremony along souri, Illinois and Mississippi granddaughter, Kristi Ballard
Max Walker, publicity chair- with almost 40 U.S. senators rivers.
of Murray.
man, for the band, said this and representatives from the
The waterway was authorized
Also surviving are five
five compact states.
triorning.
by Congress in 1957, but no sisters, Mrs. Duran (Annie)
planning or construction funds Hill, Mrs. Herbert (Joan)
were allotted until 1969. Appro- Richards,
Mrs.
Erban
priations now total more than (Mildred) Webster, Mrs.
IContinued from Page 1)
821 million, including ;12 mil- Dennis( Patricia) Langlois, and
"This flag has flown in Mis- tool. No go. Then Cernan threw lion approved
by Congress this Miss Julie Pittman, all of
sion Control since Apollo 11 his weight against the jack, year.
Highland Park, Mich.; six
the first landing). We very bouncing down into the dust on
beothers, James, Thomas,
proudly deploy it on the moon his hands and knees. No go.
Jimmy, C. W., Clifton, and
to stay for as long as it can in Again and again he tried, his
Kenneth Ray Pittrnan, all of
honor of all those people who breath coming in bursts.
Highland Park, Mich.
One
have worked so hard to put us
Mission Control warned him
brother, Eugene Pittman, died
and every crew here and to several times to slow down,
in 1970.
make the U.S. and mankind saying he was building up too
Funeral services will be held
something different than it much heat inside his space suit.
Wednesday
at one p.m. at the
was."
The funeral for Mrs. Nola chapel of the
Once, he was told his heart
Blalock-Coleman
Quickly, the spacemen beat was rising rapidly, and the Dick is being held today at one
Funeral Home with Rev.
learned that exploring the astronaut paused.
p.m. at the chapel of the Max Norman
Culpepper and Rev.
moon can be a dirty business.
Schmitt joined Cernan, and Churchill Funeral Home with Jerrell White officiating.
Both fell down, and their suits, together they worked the cores Rev. L.E. Moore and Rev.
Interment will be in the
which seemed to glow ghostlike free.
Thomas Grubbs officiating,
Murray Cemetery with the
in the blinding sunlight, quickly
Pallbearers serving are Lois
The astronauts deployed the
became smeared with the cling- science station, a series of in- Cole J.D. Waldrop, Audrie arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home where
ing gray dirt.
struments attached to a central Reaves, Hassell Windsor, Joel friends may call after
seven
-I just got my first initiation power station by wires which Lemons, and Sam Motherla.
p.111. today ( Tuesday ).
to getting very dirty," said wiggled and twisted as if alive
Schmitt after his first fall in in the low lunar gravity.
Burial will be in the Storys
the moon's low gravity. "I
Cemetery with the
Tardily, but still game, the Chapel
haven't quite learned how to astronauts made a short drive arrangements by the Max
pick up rocks with my hands in the lunar rover, motoring to Churchill Funeral Home.
yet... which is very embar- craters a few hundred yards
Word has been received in
rassing for a geologist. That's away to collect samples.
Mrs. Dick, age 80, a resident
why I fell down."
The astronauts returned to of Sedalia Route One, died Murray of the death of Guy
The astronauts quickly de- Challenger at 2:01 a.m. EST Sunday at 12:15 p.m. at the Delmont, age V, of Mansfield,
ployed their lunar rover, and after spending six hours, 55 Community Hospital, Mayfield. Ohio.
Cernan boarded the little car minutes on the moon's surface. She was the wife of the late
He is sirvived by his wife,
for a short test spin.
They entered the small cabin of Elwood Dick and was a member Mrs. Guy Delmont of Mansfield,
"Challenger's baby Le on the their craft gasping from ex- of the Mt. Pleasant Cumberland Ohio. She is also survived by
two former Murrayans, a
road!" he exclaimed.
haustion, covered with the Presbyterian Church.
But the lunar excursion, be- black dust which they said
Survivors
include
one granddaughter, Mrs. Joe
gun as a frolic, soon turned into smelled like gunpowder but ex- daughter, Mrs. James Boyd Chaney, the former Linda
a grim contest of man against uberant over their day's work. Harding of Farmington Route Pocock,of Tucson, Arizona, and
the moon
"Whooee," said Cernan, as One; five grandchildren; six a grandson, John R. Pocock of
Atlanta, Ga.
he struggled out of his grimy great grandchildren.
Cernan drilled an eight-foot space suit.
Mr. Delmont was preceded in
-The big one is out
bit into the moon, using an of the
death by an only daughter, Mrs.
way."
electric drill, and then tried to
Evelyn Delmont Pocock, also of
Cernan and Schmitt will stay
pull the bit out for a core-tube on the
Murray, who expired in
moon until Thursday,
sample.
December 1970.
when they rocket away in the
First he tugged by hand. No upper stage
of Challenger to reFuneral and burial services
go. Then he attached a jacklike join
Mrs. Denny Sheaffer of will be held in Mansfield, Ohio.
Evans.
Fayetteville, N.C., daughter of
Mrs. Olus McNelis of 205 South
15th Street, Murray, died
LONDON I
— Tricia Nix- had been taken off the critical suddenly Monday morning at a
on Cox and her husband, Ed- list.
hospital in Fayetteville. She
ward, have arrived in London
Rickenbacker, who suffered a was 43 years of age.
BENTON, Ky., Dec. 11—Teddy
for the start of an European stroke at his Key Biscayne
The deceased had been in the
E. Mathis, 67, of 1421 Hanford
vacation.
home Oct. 11, had not been ex- hospital since Saturday for in Lincoln Park,. Mich., died
The couple was met at Heat- pected to survive more than a obseevation when she expired
Saturday in Seaway Hospital at
hrow Airport Monday night by few days. Handwerker said.
suddenly early Monday mor- Trenton, Mich.
Mrs. Walter Annenberg, the
ning. Mrs. Sheaffer was the
He is survived by his wife,
wife of the U.S. ambassador,
former Betty Wilder.
Mrs. Maude Mathis; two daughBURLINGTON, Vt. i AP) —
and a squad of British security
her ters, Mrs. Betty Jean Sluber of
include
Survivors
officers. They were driven Pearl S. Buck, the Nobel Prize- husband, Denny Sheaffer, and Trenton arid Mrs. Helen Carroll
directly to the ambassador's winning author, will be re- two sons, Rob and David of Alma Rt. 1;_ two sisters, Mrs.
residence for the stay in Lon- leased from the hospital this Sheaffer, Fayetteville; her Lois Booker and Mrs. Ella
week.
don.
mother, Mrs. McNelis of Smith, both of Hardin Rt. 1; one
brother, Paul Mathis of Las
Miss Buck, 88, who lives in Murray; one brother,
The Cox' European holiday
Dan
Vegas, Nev.; and nine grandwill include an extensive visit nearby Danby•, entered the hos- Wilder of Cincinnati, Ohio.
children.
to the Soviet Union. They also pital Sept. 24 and underwent
Also surviving is one aunt,
Funeral services are schedwill visit Rome and will join gall-bladder surgery five days Mrs. C.E. Purdom of Murray,
She
been and several cousins in Murray uled at 1 p.m. Wednesday at the
has
Julie Nixon Eisenhower and later.
Collier Funeral Chape I. The
from
the and Calloway County.
her Navy lieutenant husband, recuperating
Rev. L. E. Moore will officiate.
operation
since
then.
David,in Athens for Christmas.
Funeral and burial services
She won both the Nobel and will be held Wednesday at Burial will be in Unity Cemetery.
HOLLYWOOD AP) — Enter- Pulitzer prizes for her 1931 nov- eleven a.m. with the JerniganFriends may call at the fuel,
''rhe
Earth."
Good
tainer Dean Martin has been
Warren Funeral Home of neral home after 6 p.m. today.
granted a divorce, ending a 23Fayetteville, N.C., in charge.
year marriage to former model
LONDON API — Actress
Jeanne Riegger.
Kim Novak has flow to Lenlon,
Martin, 54, appeared briefly claiming that she has taken
Monday before Superior Court over the starring role
in a BritJudge Jack T. Ryburn and said ishs movie after Rita Hayworth
that "irreconcilable differ- stormed out in a
rumpus with
ences" were the cause of the the producers.
Service Tuesday, Dec. 12.
breakup. Mrs. Martin, 44., did
But Miss Novak's agent here, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
.not attend the hearing.
Donald Bradley, told newsmen Market Report includes 9
Martin earlier asked for, and as he met the blonde star that buying stations
KANSAS CITY (AP) -- Harwas granted, a separate trial "she has come to London for Receipts: Act. 1112 Est. 800 ry S. Truman's respiration,
on property settlement and sup- talks about the film, just Barrows and Gilts 25 cents high pulse and temperature were unport. That trial is scheduled for talks."
Sows steady to 50 cents higher stable overnight, the fie-111er
Jan. 18.
president's doctors reported
However, as embarrassed adv. on weight 450.
aides edged Miss Novak toward, US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 31.25-31.75 today.
• MIAMI (AP) -- Capt. Eddie a limousine, she insisted: "I'm US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 31.50-31.29
A spokesman at Research
Rickenbacker, the 82-year-old here to take Miss Hayworth's US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 29.70-30.50 Hospital and Medical Center
World War I flying ace, is re- part on the film. I was
asked US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 29.29-32.75 said at 10 a.in, EST that the 88ported steadily improving at about a week ago."
year-old Truman's "vital signs
Sews
Memorial Hospital, where he is
A few days ago, Miss Hay- US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 23.50-24.50 became somewhat Unstable
-----zecirveritwarnut a stroke. ,
worth, 53, walked out of the US ,1-3 350-650 lbs., 22.50-23.50 during the night. Respiration,
"He's an amazing'inah,"Vstre preitreton, "Tales That Wit- US 2-3 4564b0 lbs., 21.50-22.50, pulse and temperature inDr. John Handwerker in report- ness Madness," being shot at Tew-drivm to-21.,00.
A creased. Blood pressure reing Monday that Rickenbacker Sheppertcon Studios.
'ematrec withirs nortnaLhnints.." Boars S20.00-21.00.

At Hospital
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Mrs. Nola Dick's
Services Being
Held Here Today

Guy Delmont Dies
In Mansfield, Ohio

Mrs. McNelis'
Daughter Dies

People In The News

Teddy Mathis
Is Dead At 67

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Truman Vital
Signs Unstable
Monday Night

This rescue tool will be demonstrated on Thursday at two p.m.
on the south side of the court square. This public service is being
sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club and the Murray Jaycees.

Services Are Held
Monday At Chapel
For Local Man
The funeral services for
James C. Williams, Jr., were
held Monday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev.
Richard Walker and Dr. H. C.
Chiles officiating.
Active pallbearers were
James
Overby,
Sherrill
Outland, Hugh Adams, Harold
Norwood, Wayne Henderson,
and Solon Bucy.
Honorary
pallbearers were employees of
the Calloway County Road
Department and Ralph McCuiston, road supervisor.
Internment was in the Murray
Cemetery
with
the
arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Williams, age 26, died
Saturday at 7:15 p.m. at his
home on Alrno Route One, Cecil
Holland Road. He was an
employee of the Calloway
County Road Department.
Williams served four years in
the Air Force with one year's
service in Vietnam and attended Murray State University, being on the dean's list. He
was a member of the First
Baptist Church.
The Murray man is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Mary
Williams, Almo Route One;
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James C.
Williams, Sr., 1303 Doran Road,
Murray; two brothers, Harry S.
Williams of Bartow, Fla., and
Charles Thomas Williams,
Payne Street, Murray; stepbrother, Thomas James Robbins of Knoxville, Tenn.;
grandmother, Mrs. W. P.
Williams of Paris, Tenn.

Drownimg Victim's
Funeral Services
Will Be Today
Funeral services for Leonard
(Big Jim) Boyd of Murray
Route Five near New Concord,
will be held today at 3:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with
Rev.
Richard West officiating.
Pallbearers will be George
Cheatwood,Gerald Jones, Riley
Hill, Otis Colson, Camon Baker,
and Dale Garland.
Burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Boyd, age 52, a commercial
fisherman, drowned sometime
Saturday while fishing near
Pine Bluff Shores. His body was
discovered near Pine Bluff
Sunday by Sonny Hooks and
Junior Pitman who were
reportedly duck hunting in the
•
area.
The New Concord man was
born January 18, 1921, in
Calloway County and was the
son of the late Andrew Boyd and
Lucky Laycox Boyd.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Dorothy Boyd, and one
daughter, Miss Donna Kay
Boyd, Murray Route Five; two
sons, Jimmy Boyd of lwaksinn.
Japan, and Ronnie Boyd of
Cherry Point, N.C., both in the
Armed Services; two sisters,
Mrs. Thelma Stanley of
Chicago, Ill., and Mrs. Thursie
Blacklick of Detroit, Mich.; one
stepsister.oMrs. Betty Hutchens
of Paducah; two brothers,
Robert Barrow of Paducah and
Billy Joe Barrow of Tacoma,
W .
. •

Power Rescue
Tool To Be
Demonstrated
On Thursday, December 14,
at 2:00 p.m. on the south side of
the court square, Murray and
Calloway County will have an
opportunity to see the newest
innovation in power rescue
semipment.
The Hurst Power Rescue Tool
represents the first application
of contemporary technology to
the field of accident rescue. The
hydraulic tool is capable of
extracting trapped auto accident victims with increased
speed and facility by raising
crushed car roofs, removing
crash-jammed doors, lifting
collapsed steering columns and
righting overturned cars.
Currently in service with the
fire departments, police
departments and rescue squads
around the country, the Hurst
Power Rescue Tool uses expanding and contracting twin
jaw arms capable of moving
five tons of obstruction for
rescue work.

PARIS I AP — Henry A. Kissinger and North Vietnam's Le
Duc Tho opened the 14th meeting of their secret peace talks
today in a villa in suburban
Gif-sur-Yvette.
Kissinger
earlier
unexpectedly dropped in on a subcommittee of the top negotiators' deputies discussing details
of a possible agreement. Tho
was not present.
At the end of the subcommittee meeting, Kissinger and
the other participants drove the
12 miles to Gif-sur-Yvette.
It was the first time in four
years of secret negotiations
that Kissinger and Tho set up
subcommittees to discuss details of a possible accord immediately before a plenary meeting. The quickened pace suggested that the talks were approaching a climax, but both
sides maintained their blanket
of secrecy.
French dispatches from Peking said Premier Chou En-tai
told newsmen Monday: "An
agreement could be signed in
Paris in the next two or three
days."
Expectations of a break in
the negotiations were heightened by a report from Bangkok
that U.S. Ambassador Leonard
Unger had briefed the key
members of Thailand's ruling
junta for an hour today on the
progress of the Paris talks.
Much of the U.S. air forces now
carrying on the war against
North Vietnam are based in
Thailand.
The higher ranking subcommittee included William J. Porter, the chief U.S. delegate at
the four-party Paris peace
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Thieu Proposes Holiday
Cease-Fire, POW Release

SAIGON (AP) — President
Nguyen Van Thieu proposed
today a Christmas peace package providing for a cease-fire
and release of all U.S. and
Vietnamese prisoners of war,
but the Viet Cong quickly reOperated by 4200 PSI jected it.
hydraulic pressure, the tool has
Thieu told the National Asbeen designed for easy handling sembly in an hour-long
address
by one man. Its compact size that American
and Vietnamese
allows convenient storage in prisoners of war could
be freed
any type o: rescue vehicle, even during the cease-fire
"while a
the trunk of a smaller comprehensive
settlement is
passenger car. The tool can be being negotiated"
by the
hand-held operated in any at- Vietnamese parties
themselves.
titude and is completely porHe said his peace package
table, a spokesman said.
would tk presented formally at
Of paramount importance to the regular session of the semishock-prone victims are the public peace talks in Paris on
facts that the tool is silent in Thursday.
In Paris, the Viet'Gong deleoperation; uses no flame, thus
eliminating the potential tire gation, responding to Thieu's
hazard of other ,. rescue address, declared in a stateequipment; and produces no ment:
"The obstinate attitude and
flying abrasiiies. The latter two
features provide substantial the absurd and arrogant desafety factors unavailable in mands of Nguyen Van Thieu
any other existing rescue devie, only serve to expose stir more
his intention to oppose a corofficials said.
rect peaceful solution of the
The
demonstration, spon- Vietnam problem. This fact
sored by the Murray Woman's proves once again ... Thieu is
Club and Murray Jaycees, is a major obstacle on the road to
being done by an Indianapolis peace, reconciliation and nafirm and representatives will be tional concord."
available for questions after the
Thieu said the Christmas
demonstration.
cease-fire he'proposed could be
extended indefinitely if it was
"not used to prepare more
large-scale attacks and killings
and, concurrently, if the consultations progress in an encouraging way with the sincerity and good will of all the parFinal rites for Mrs. Mary Lou
ties."
DeMarco were held Monday at
"During the time of this
two p.m. at the chapel of the
truce," he declared, "two conMax Churchill Funeral Home
crete and useful actions can be
with Rev. Glenn Puckett sofeasily taken. These are:
ficiating.
"First, to release the prisoners of war on time to be repatPallbearers were Leslie
riated for Christmas.
Douglas, Keith Wallace, Arnold
"Second. All the Vietnamese
Fertiaer,
Frank Garland, parties —
namely North VietEugene Paschall, and Rebel nai»,
the Republic of Vietnam
Haneline. Burial was in the
and the National Liberation
Bazzell Cemetery with the
Front — hold consultations 41
arrangements by the Max
discuss every problem of 'muChurchill Funeral Home.
tual concern, to lay the foundaMrs. DeMarco, age 26, died tion for conducting serious and
Saturday at 1:40 a.m. at her useful negotiations to conclude
trailer home at Lone Oak. She a settlement to end the war and
was born April 30, 1946, in restore peace, on military as
well as political questions, inGraves County.
cluding problems between the
The survivors are her two zones and between the
parents, Bill and Alma Fortner South Vietnamese themselves."
of Murray Route One; one
Thieu hainthered hard on the
daughter,
Debbie
Ann prisoner-of-war issue, obviously
DeMarco.; one son, Tony
with the American public in
Michael De Marco; one sister, mind. He said his government
Mrs. Wanda Kern of Bowling
maintains its "generous offer
Gteen, , Ohio; two brothers, which has been made to the
Arnold Fortner and Donald
government of the United
Fortner, both of Murray Route States, namely that the
governOne.
ment of South Vietnam stands
-- -

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. DeMarco
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talks; William Sullivan,-deputy
assistant secretary'of state for
Southeast Asian affairs; Xuan
Thuy, North Vietnam's chief
delegate at the weekly peace
talks, and Deputy Foreign Minister Ngueyen Co Thach.
The other subcommittee was
made up of technical experts.
Kissinger and Thu met for
four hours Monday, beginning
and ending with the usual
broad smiles and cordial handshakes. It was their 13th meeting since they began three
weeks ago to revise the ceasefire agreement they drafted in
October.
In Saigon, President Nguyen
Van Thieu proposed the release
of all prisoners of war on both
sides, the observance of the annual Christmas cease-fire and
separate negotiations during
the cease-fire between his government and the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong to work
out a peace agreement and political settlement. He said the
cease-fire could be extended as
long as the Communists were
willing to observe it.
The South Vietnamese president also repeated his persistent demand that all North
Vietnamese troops withdraw
from South Vietnam. This time
he said that the South Vietnamese army would demobilize
as many troops as the North
Vietnamese withdraw.
Western political observers in
Saigon predicted that Hanoi
would reject or ignore the proposal, as it has similar Saigon
plans in the past. Some South
Vietnamese legislators said
they found nothing new in
Thieu's offer.

One might th
people are so
their own liv
little time for o
true, because
pours out in
quantities a
staggers the

ready to contribute its part in
solving the problem of the U.S.
prisoners of war on the occasion of Christmas by releasing
to North Vietnam all the North
Vietnamese prisoners of war
currently detained in Sobth
Vietnam."
"To show its utmost good
will," he continued, "the government of the Republic of
Vietnam will unilaterally release first and without any conditions 1,015 Communist North
Vietnamese disabled and
healthy prisoners of war on the
first day of the truce."
The president also insisted
once again that all North
Vietnamese troops must withdraw from South Vietnam. He
said his government is willing
to demobilize as many South
Vietnamese troops as Hanoi
withdraws North Vietnamese.
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Nanny ...
(Continued from Page 1)
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should be at least equal in
quality and strength to the
Kraft stock used for grocery
bags. Incidentally,such bags, in
good condition, provide excellant wrapping when trimmed
to the proper size to fit the
package snugly, Nanny added.
Wrapped packages also
should be secured with strong
twine, not ordinary light string.
Twine should be knotted at
several intersecting points to
keep it from loosening.
All packages that contain
delicate articles should be
marked "fragile."
Any food or other products
that might deteriorate quickly
should
be
marked,
-Perishable."
All packages should contain
tlie -name and address of the
person to whom it is being
palled, inside the package as
/Well as outside. An address
contained inside the package as
well as outside. An address
contained inside the package is
insurance that it will be
received promptly even if accidently opened or if the outside
address
should
beciCinet
obliterated.
Be sure to put your return
address on the package,
Nanney cautioned.
And finally, he said, address
the package correctly and
legibly. Be sure to include the
ZIP Code. (Call your local post
office if you don't know the ZIP
Code). Mail with the proper ZIP
Code is processed inure rapidly
than mail without the codes.
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